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PREFACE 

WHEN, early in 1914, the British School of Archaeology in Egypt discovered the 

treasure of el Lahun the disposition of it became a serious problem for Professor (now 

Sir) Flinders Petrie. Since the Cairo Museum already possessed the treasures of Dah

shur, of which that of el Lahun was, to a large extent, a duplicate, Sir Gaston Maspero, 

then Director General of Antiquities in Egypt, retained only the crown and half of the 

gold tubing belonging to the wig (no. 6), the pectoral of Amen-em-l)et III (but with

out the necklace, no. 8, which had not then been identified as belonging to it), one of 

the inlaid scarabs (no. 22), and the mirror (no. 26). This choice left practically all the 

elements essential to the study of the arrangement of the jewels together in the share 

of the British School. To what extent should the treasure be dispersed further? 

From the point of view of archaeology, Petrie's decision was a fortunate one. I t is 

a fundamental principle of the British School that all its finds shall be deposited in pub

lic institutions in proportion to the sums which the institutions themselves have sub

scribed to the work, or the sums which have been subscribed by private individuals 

who have designated them as the depositories. In this instance Petrie realized that the 

part of the jewelry which had fallen to the School in the division was of a value out of 

all proportion to the subscriptions credited to anyone institution. On the other hand he 

felt that another division of the treasure would be unthinkable. He therefore proposed 

that one of the subscribing museums should receive the treasure in return for a special 

contribution to the School approximating the treasure's market value, and that this 

contribution should be used toward future work for the benefit of the other institu

tions and for the furthering of Egyptology in England. Naturally, this proposal was 

presented in the first instance to English museums, and only after all of them had 

failed to make an adequate response was it laid before museums abroad. The negotia

tions were proceeding during the summer of 1914, when the outbreak of the War auto

matically eliminated all the museums of Europe. 

Since friends of the Metropolitan Museum had long been contributors to the work of 

the British School, Petrie had already invited Albert M. Lythgoe, Curator of the Mu

seum's Egyptian Department, to enter the negotiations. The sum involved was neces-
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sarily a considerable one, but Henry Walters, the Second Vice-President of the Museum, 

offered to contribute to it, and the Trustees making an appropriation from the Rogers 

Fund to supplement Mr. Walters' contribution, the treasure finally became the prop

ertyof the Metropolitan Museum in 1916. German submarines had recently sunk a 

vessel containing an important shipment from our Expedition in Egypt, and it was de

cided therefore to leave the treasure in a bank vault in London until the end of the 

War. Thus it was only in 1919 that the jewelry was brought to New York, and it was 

not until December of that year that it was placed on exhibition. 

If there ever was any criticism of Petrie's insistence that his share of the treasure be 

kept intact, that criticism has long since died away. Had the treasure been dispersed be

fore its ancient arrangement had been discovered, it is very unlikely that we should 

ever have arrived at a true appreciation of its original appearance. The Egyptians 

made glorious compositions of their jewels. Mere festoons of assorted beads were not 

their ideal, and if the Uihun jewelry had been further dispersed, it would probably 

have remained always in the deplorable state in which the Dahshur treasures have 

been for the past forty years. 

Petrie made the first announcement of the discovery in The Times of May 20, 1914, 

and followed it with preliminary descriptions of the treasure in the Illustrated London 

News of June 20, 1914, and in Ancient Egypt and the catalogue of the exhibition at 

University College, London, of the same year. 1 After the arrival of the jewelry in New 

York, Lythgoe summarized Petrie's preliminary reports in the Bulletin of The Metro

politan Museum of Art. At about the same time an article of mine in Ancient Egypt 

suggested arrangements of the two girdles and the pectorals essentially as they are 

given in the following pages, and shortly afterwards Mace in the Bulletin of The M et

ropolitan Museum of Art and in Ancient Egypt described his reconstructions of the 

first and second jewel caskets. I t was only after these articles were written that Lahun 

1: The Treasure, by Guy Brunton became available, with the full account of the cir

cumstances of the discovery. The last stages of the clearing of the treasure tomb, un

dertaken immediately after the \Var, were described by Petrie and Brunton in Lahun 

II: The Pyramid. Since then the objects in Cairo have been published by Vernier, 

Bijoux et orfevreries (Catalogue general du Music du Caire). Finally, Petrie's account 

of the discovery and of the negotiations by which the treasure came to the Metropoli

tan Museum is given in his Seventy Years in Archaeology, 1932. 

1 See below, Key to References Cited, p. xiii. 
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The first steps toward the r~toration of the jewelry of el Uihun were made by Petrie 

and Brunton in the field, but fear of theft prevented them from working openly and 

with deliberation there. The division with the Cairo Museum was a second handicap, 

and the \Var, following so soon after the arrival of the British School's share in Lon

don, completely stopped further study by the discoverers. For these reasons the earli

est publications of the jewelry fall far short of giving a satisfactory picture of the treas

ure. They do give the circumstances of the discovery and to that extent Brunton's 

Lahun 1 will never be superseded. The justification for the present republication of 

the jewelry is that subsequent study and experiment have made possible new sugges

tions regarding the arrangement of the elements which, if accepted, should be a guide 

to the treasures of Dahshur, as well as to that of el Uihun, and thus add to our ap

preciation of Egyptian jewelry in the period of its perfection. To this end design and 

use have been the principal purposes of this restudy of the jewelry, rather than techni

cal processes of manufacture. 

Some details naturally remain vague in spite of every effort to define them, but I be

lieve that at least we now have a reasonably clear conception of the elements compos

ing the treasure of el Uihun. The two restored caskets (nos. 1, 2), three others now to

tally lost (nos. 3-5), and the original positions of all five caskets in the tomb constitute 

a line of investigation by itself, and are treated in the second chapter of this book-fol

lowing a review of the historical data in the first. The third chapter is devoted to the 

jewelry, which I believe to have comprised a crown (no. 6), three necklaces (nos. 7-9), 

two girdles (nos. 10, 1 I), thirteen wristlets, armlets, and anklets (nos. 12-20), extra 

gold clasps for jewelry or possibly for clothing (no. 21), and four scarab finger rings 

(nos. 22-25). The fourth chapter describes the toilet objects-a mirror (no. 26), a 

shaving set (nos. 27-29), and thirteen cosmetic dishes, pots, and jars (nos. 30-42). 

The plans in the first chapter have been redrawn from the original publications by 

Lindsley F. Hall, who has also prepared the other illustrations in the text. 

H. E. W. 

September, 1933 
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CHAPTER I 

SIT tIAT-tIOR YONET AND HER TOMB 

IN 1887 B.C. King Se'n-Wosret II died and was buried in the pyramid which he had 

built on the desert edge beside the branch of the Nile which flowed into the Fayyum, at 

the point which the Arabs today call el Uihun. Close to the pyramid on its southern 

side, and between the walls which encircled it, four pits had been dug in the rock lead

ing to subterranean tomb chambers provided for women of Se'n-Wosret's family. Three 

of these women may have died in his lifetime, but the King's Daughter Sit tIat-tIor 

Yunet-"The Daughter of tIat-tIor (Goddess) of Dendereh" was fated to survive 

him at least two score years, her tomb beside the pyramid meanwhile standing open 

awaiting her. 

Since we know that Sit tIat-lIor Yunet was the daughter of a king, we may safely as

sume that her father was Se'n-Wosret I I, who had provided her tomb and had present

ed her with some of her jewels. Perhaps she was the daughter of his old age, for she lived 

through the thirty-eight years from 1887 to 1849 B.C. during which her brother - or 

perhaps her half-brother - Se'n-Wosret I I I was king and into the reign of her nephew, 

Amen-em-l)et II I. The latter also presented her with jewelry before her death, which 

took place sometime shortly after his accession. 1 

Beyond the fact that she was a King's Daughter 2 we have no definite evidence of 

what her position was in the royal family. I t has been suggested that she was the 

queen either of her brother or of her nephew, but there is no proof that this was the 

case.S None of her surviving belongings give her a higher title than that of princess, 

1 Petrie and Brunton, p. 16, describe the pottery placed in her tomb at the time of her burial as characteristic of 

the early part of the reign of Amen-em-J;et I! I. 

2 The title on her Canopic jars (M.M.A. 16.1.45-48; Brunton, p. 19, pI. XIV; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, fig. 22) and on her 

large magic alabaster jar (M.M.A. 21.2.62; Petrie, A.E., 1920, p. 67; Petrie and Brunton, pp. 16,42, pIs. xxv, XXVI). 

3 Petrie held this view (see Cat., 1914, p. 8, and Brunton, pp. 27, 42) largely because he believed that the plumes 
on her crown were appropriate only to an heiress queen and that her titles as such a queen were given on a fragment 

of granite found in her plundered tomb. On the other hand, Brunton, p. 21, and Petrie and Brunton, p. 15, suggested 

that the fragment of granite had strayed in from a neighboring tomb and did not belong to Sit tlat-l:Jor YOnet, and 

Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, p. 20, felt certain that she was not the wife of Amen-em-J;et Ill. See below, p. 26. 
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and had she been the queen of either of her father's successors, we might expect that she 

would have been buried beside her husband's pyramid rather than her father's. 

Of Sit J:Iat-J:Ior YCinet's contemporaries there are two of whom we shall have occa

sion to make frequent mention in the study of this jewelry. The King's Daughter Sit 

J:Iat-J:Ior may well have been an older sister. She too received jewelry from Se'n-Wos

ret I I, and from Se'n-Wosret I I I as well, and she was buried beside the pyramid of the 

latter king at Dahshur.4 Mereret, who may have been another daughter of Se'n-\Vosret 

II, became a King's Wife in the reign of Se'n-\Vosret III, survived a short time into the 

reign of Amen-em-~et I I I, and was buried beside her husband's pyramid at Dahshur 

near Sit J:Iat-tIor. 5 The jewelry presented to Sit J:Iat-J:Ior and Mereret by Se'n-Wosret 

II, Se'n-Wosret III, and Amen-em-~et III is so much like that of Sit J:Iat-J:Ior Yunet 

that all three sets might well have been made by the same craftsmen. 

Of four other women of the Twelfth Dynasty royal family mention will be made 

from time to time, but whether any of them survived into Sit J:Iat-J:Ior Yunet's lifetime 

is a question. Ita, Ita-Weret, Ijenmet, and Sit J:Iat-J:Ior Meryet belonged to the gener

ation of Amen-em-~et II, who reigned from 1938 to 1903 B.C., and were buried beside 

his pyramid at Dahshur. 6 Much of their jewelry has survived, but by the time of Sit 

J:Iat-J:Ior Yunet it had become old-fashioned, and even our unpractised eyes can see 

how much it differs from the treasure of el U ihun. A fifth , but apparently later, mem

ber of the royal family was the King's Daughter Nub-~eteptY-bred, who was buried be

side the pyramid of Amen-em-~et I I I at Dahshur. 7 The jewelry from her tomb, being 

purely funerary, only occasionally shows similarities to that of Sit J:Iat-J:Ior Yunet. 

Born in the lifetime of Se'n-Wosret I I and dying in the reign of Amen-em-~et I I I, 

Sit tIat-tlor Yunet must have lived at least forty years, and for aught we know much 

longer. Had the thieves not entirely destroyed her body, we might have learned at what 

age she died, and we might also have gathered something of her personal appearance. 

However, we may be certain of one thing from an examination of her jewelry. She was 

an exceedingly small person indeed according to our standard-probably very short 

4 De Morgan, I, pp. 57 ff.; for detailed references to the women of Dahshur see index. 

5 Ibid., pp. 63 If. Her name is once written "Meryet" (ibid., p. 69, no. 44). 

6 De Morgari, I I, pp. 38 If. Dr. Bull calls my attention to the fact that "!::Ienmet" is perhaps an abbreviation, and 

that the full name may be (as on her Canopic box, ibid., p. 68) "!::Ienmet-nefer-~edjet ," usually a Queen's title. "Sit 

J:lat-J:lor Meryet" is sometimes abbreviated to "Sit J:lat-J:lor" (ibid., p. 75, line 2 on the cover of the sarcophagus). 

7 De Morgan, I, pp. 107 If. 
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and certainly very slender, with a slim throat and remarkably delicately formed wrists 

and ankles. 8 

The tomb 0 which King Se'n-\Vosret I I had prepared for his daughter was the small

est and in some ways the roughest of the four on the south side of his pyramid (fig. I). 

An oblong pit in the pavement descended through the rock to a depth of 6.60 m. At the 

bottom, on the north, there was a roughly quarried antechamber 3.50 m. long, with its 

floor 1.50 m. below the bottom of the pit. Opening off the antechamber there was a 

crypt lined with limestone masonry and practically filled by a gigantic red granite sar

cophagus, plain and rather rough-heyYn, which nearly hid a recess for the Canopic jars 

at one side and a small offering chamber beyond. On the level of the floor in the west 

side of the antechamber there was a small recess, in which was stored Sit tlat-I~Ior Yo

net's jewelry, little more than I m. high and I m. wide and about 1.60 m. from front to 

back.10 

As we have noted, the tomb had stood open from the reign of Se'n-\V osret I I until 

that of Amen-em-l).et I I I, waiting for over fort}' years for its owner's burial. During 

that time the rains had washed in dust and mud from the pyramid court until the 

whole floor was covered with 15 cm. of hard-packed clay, and enn the vvooden Canopic 

box, which had been placed in the tomb when it was first constructed, contained a layer 

of mud 2 or 3 cm. thick. ll 

The burial party made no effort to remove this accumulation. 'Without digging away 

the mud they hastily put the four alabaster Canopic jars into the box on the mud layer 

within it, closed it, and put on the lid of the massive limestone chest in wh'ich the box 

sat. Into the offering chamber behind the sarcophagus they put a large alabaster jar 

with a magical inscription, a set of funerary furniture, of which no more has survived 

than the lid of a small alabaster ritual oil jar and some scraps of copper, and offerings 

8 Senebtisi, who lived less than a century before Sit IJat-Uor Ylinct, was very little more than 140 em., or 4 ft. 7~ 

in. tall (Elliot Smith in Mace and Winlock, p. I J(). In the xv I I I Dyn. royal family there were a number of short and 

slender women. One of the family of Amen-l)otpe II was only 145.5 cm. tall (Elliot Smith, p. 38); Princess Meryet

Amlin, 147 cm. (ibid., p. 7); and Queen Meryet-Amlin, 154.5 em. (Winlock, Meryet-Anu7n, p. 83). The average stature 

of ten women of the XV III Dyn. royal family was only 156.3 em., or 5 ft. 10 in. Sit J.lat-I:lor Ylinet's jewclry, as re

stored and published in the following pages, has actually be~'n tried 0:1 a young woman qCi cm. tall (4 ft. 90 in.) and 

found to fit perfectly. 

9 Brunton, pp. 12, 17 fT., pis. XXII, XXIII; Petrie and Brunton, pp. 15-16, pI. XXII, this latter apparently a memory 

sketch without scale. 

10 Brunton, p. 12, pI. XII. 

11 Ibid., pp, H), 22-23, "Layer A," pp. 42-43. 
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of beef and fowl in plain pottery dishes.12 The body, decked with its funerary jewelry, 

was placed in the sarcophagus in a wooden coffin gilded at the corners like the Canopic 

box and with an inlaid eye panel on the side. The lid of the sarcophagus was then slid 

into place. The jewelry and wigs in their five boxes were pushed into the recess (fig. 2), 

on the mud layer there, and the tomb was then sealed up. \Vithout much question the 

sealing was a wall of brick or stone at the bottom of the pit, and after it was built the 

pit must have been filled to the top with stones and earth and paved over so as to be 

hidden completely. 

How long the body of Sit I~lat-tIor Yunet remained undisturbed in the tomb is a mat

ter of some uncertainty. Within a century after her death the country was drifting into 

a chaotic condition which ended in foreign invasion, and the treasures buried in and 

around the pyramids of the Twelfth Dynasty kings were too well known to have been 

overlooked by the impoverished peasants. I t was probably in this period that the 

thieves broke into the tombs of the family of Se'n-\Vosret I I.'" They dug down into the 

stone and earth filling of the pit of Sit IJat-I)or YCll1et's grave and broke through the 

sealing wall at the bottom, into the chamber. Every excavator has seen plundered pits, 

such as this, from which thieves had removed no more filling than barely necessary to 

get into the chambers below, and has noticed how the material left in the pits had 

slipped and slid through the plunderers' entrance into the chambers as soon as the 

sealing walls were partly broken down. Doubtless this was the case in Sit tIat-tJor Yo

net's tomb, where the filling of the pit, rolling into the antechamber, would have large

ly hidden the recess where the jewelry was stored. Scrambling in over the rolling stones 

and earth, the thieves broke down the wall of the sarcophagus chamber and scattered 

the blocks behind themselves on top of the filling from the pit in such a way that they 

covered the jewelry niche without realizing its existence.14 

The thieves immediately turned all their attention to the sarcophagus, the lid of 

which they pushed back and hacked away until they could get within. They then 

crawled over it into the offering chamber, which they completely pillaged. So far as they 

12 M.M.A. 21.10.51-58; Petrie and Brunton, p. 16. For the four Canopic jars and the magic jar see above, note 2. 

13 Brunton, p. 15, discusses the datc of the plundering of an adjoining tomb. 

14 See the sketch made in the tomb, fig. 4 in Lythgoe, Bull., 1919. The finders of the tomb were somewhat mysti

fied by the fact that the jewelry had not been discovered by the thieves (Petrie, A.E., 1914, p. 99). They seem to have 

felt that the pit was never filled (Brunton, pp. 43-44), but this appears to me highly improbable, and I believe that 
the pit filling was largely responsible for the escape of the jewelry, as explained above. 
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knew, the tomb was then empty of everything valuable, and they left it without any 

suspicion of the existence of the treasure which lay directly under their feet. 

The pit now stood open once more, and again water poured into it during every rain

storm, carrying mud and sand into the chambers below until the sarcophagus and the 

Canopic box were nearly buried.15 The floods poured through the stones into the recess 

and, with the mud, must have washed in whatever had been dropped by the thieves 

outside in the pit. A minute crystal eye which belonged to nothing in the recess and 

which was found under the remains of a tall-legged fourth casket probably entered in 

this fashion. 10 On top of the remains of the same box lay some crumpled gold leaf which 

had originally been applied to a perishable material now totally loser A recent exami

nation of this leaf showed that some fragments are lightly incised with the feathering 

of a bird's wing and that others came from similar feathering which had also been in

laid with faience. Still other fragments had been applied to some object of indetermi

nate design or to perfectly plain surfaces. The feathering suggests a vulture or hawk 

pectoraJ,I8 perhaps of wood, gilded and inlaid on the front and gilded and engraved on 

the back. Such a purely funerary, sham ornament would be totally out of keeping with 

the real, wearable jewelry in the recess, and moreover, to judge from the existing gold 

foil, only part of such a pectoral could ever have existed there. IO Hence, it seems safest 

to assume that with this gold leaf, as with the eye, we are dealing with objects washed 

in from the pit and in no wise related to the jewelry with which this volume deals.eo 

Slowly the wood of the boxes and the threads in the jewelry rotted in the damp earth, 

and as one flood followed another the caskets collapsed, their fallen veneering becoming 

inextricably mixed and confused by the succeeding downpours. In the meantime, the 

drifting, wind-blown sand on the surface above was filling the pit, until finally, after 

15 The photograph (Brunton, pI. XVI) shows how the mud had penetrated every cranny around the sarcophagus 

and into the Canopic box (see also ibid., pp. 19, 22-23, 43-44). 

IH Ibid., pp. 24, 36. It is not in the Metropolitan Museum as Brunton supposed. 

17 Ibid., pp. 24, 28. On Brunton's pI. XII the position of the gold foil is marked with small xxx's crossing the top of 

the crown and extending toward the southwest. The gold leaf is now in the Metropolitan Museum. 

18 jequier, p. 71, figs. 183-187. 

19 The foil with incised feathering would cover about 120 sq. cm. of surface. That from the inlaid side would 

cover about half as large an area - the rest having been inlaid with faience, of which a few bits still exist. The 

smooth foil would cover about 85 sq. cm., and that of indeterminate design, about 30 sq. cm. The areas are esti

mated from the weights. 

20 It is to be noted that these objects washed in by the flood are toward the front of the recess. Other scraps of 

wood may conceivably have been in the mud dug out by the Arabs before Frost was called down the pit. See below. 
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some 20 cm. of mud had been deposited over the wrecks of the caskets, the pit had be

come completely stopped up and no more water could get into the chambers below. 

Slowly the mud in the recess dried, the decayed wood rotted away until it was little 

more than a stain in the mud, and the corroded silver and copper disappeared almost as 

completely. So the tomb stood for about 3,500 years. 

Petrie's excavations at the pyramid of el Uihun in [889- [890 did not include the 

clearing of the south side of the pyramid. His second campaign at el Llhlll1 began on 

December 6, [9 [3, and just two months later his workmen uncovered the mouth of the 

burial pit of Princess Sit tIat-tIor Yunet. For five days the clearing proceeded un

eventfully. The pit and the antechamber were emptied, and the sarcophagus and the 

Canopic box were laid bare. I t was on the afternoon of February [0, 1914, that the 

native workmen turned to the recess in the antechamber, having like the ancient thieves 

put all their first efforts on the burial crypt.21 

The first few hacks into the mud in the recess uncovered some of the gold tubes from 

the wig. F. P. Frost of Petrie's expedition was called down the pit by the native work

men, and he cut into the mud until he could see the diadem. Petrie himself was laid up 

with a sprain at the time and could not negotiate the descent, so Guy Brunton went 

down into the tomb and took over from Frost. There he stayed day and night for the 

next five days and later for two days more. With extraordinary patience he whittled 

away the mud with a penknife and even picked it out with a pin as he dug into the in

extricable confusion of ivory and gold veneers from the caskets and the thousands of 

beads of the jewelry. Nothing was damaged. Nothing was even scratched. Every bit of 

mud from the recess was taken to the camp and methodically washed, in order that no 

scrap of inlay and not one minute bead should be overlooked, and I think we may rest 

assured that no surviving object was lost in this, one of the most laborious pieces of 

excavating on record in Egypt. 

I t is not in the least surprising that the arrangement of the jewelry and of the boxes 

could not be grasped during the arduous task of clearing the recess. The mud in which 

they were buried had been stirred and kneaded by the ancient floods until the beads 

were suspended in it like raisins in a cake, and to Brunton in that narrow hole, cutting 

into the mass from one side, everything must have seemed in hopeless confusion. He 

had none of the wood of the caskets, no thread of the jewelry, and nothing of the wigs, 

21 Accounts of the discovery and the work in the tomb will be found in all of the articles listed in the Preface. The 

most detailed is that given by Brunton, pp. 17 ff., 22 ff. 
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and even though he had reli:overed all the gold and hard-stone elements of the jewelry 

and the greater part of the inlays of the boxes, the original arrangement of the jewels 

and of the caskets could only be retrieved after years of study and experiment. 

Of essential importance in such a study has been the plan which Brunton drew to 

show how the elements of the treasure lay in the mud in the recess. 22 I t should be real

ized that he could not see all these elements in situ at once. Under such circumstances a 

plan has to be made more or less blindly, the details being seen only piecemeal, and 

while Brunton's drawing is obviously to scale in its general features and shows some 

of the objects with reasonable accuracy, many of the latter appear more or less as 

symbols drawn in a cursory, free-hand manner. Therefore, for the purposes of our re

study of the treasure we have redrawn the plan (fig. 2), showing the objects to scale 

and at the same time attempting to preserve their relative positions as closely as pos

sible. Naturally some distortions may have crept into such an adaptation, but they 

probably do not materially affect the concl usions drawn from it in the following chap

ters. 

22 Ibid., pI. XII. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE BOXES 

(1) Jewel Casket (Plate I BP 
The fact that the first jewel casket of Sit Hat-Hor Y[met exists at all today is due to 

the patient, conscientious work of Brunton and of Mace-the former painstakingly re

trieving all the ivory and gold veneer from the hard-caked mud in which it was embed

ded in the tomb and then, in London, beginning the sorting of the fragments by shape, 

size, and thickness; and the latter completing the sorting in New York and ingeniously 

restoring the casket. The difficulty of the task which Brunton and Mace undertook be

comes apparent when it is realized that not one scrap of wood had survived except as a 

powdery black punk and that the swirling, muddy floods had washed the pieces of ve

neer about and mixed many of them with those from the second casket. 

The starting point for the restoration was the arrangement of the panels of decora

tion from the four sides. On the long sides there were six ~ hieroglyphs alternating 

with five "false doors" and on the ends four ~ hieroglyphs and three "false doors." 

The ivory frames of all these elements were reasonably complete and so were the broad 

ivory slabs above them, and therefore the widths of the narrow strips of ebony between 

them could be determined with certainty. The panels so made up were 38.5 cm. and 25 

cm.long and 20 cm. high. The ends of the ivory pieces showed that they had been masked 

by a wooden frame, which overlapped them and must have projected slightly in front of 

them. Its width was given by the gold casing of the feet of the casket as 3 cm. 

Thus it followed that the box was 44.5 cm. long and 31 cm. wide, to which should be 

added 1 cm. on all four sides for the projection of the ivory cornice. For the height, 

which Mace made 37 cm., the curved ivory ends of the lid, the ivory cornice with its 

gilded torus below, the frame, the panels, and the gold casings of the feet were all cer

tain, and only the length of the legs remained in question. Inside, the box must have 

measured about 42.5 cm. long and 29 cm. wide. It could not have been less than 28 cm. 

wide inside and have held the mirror as it obviously did. 

1 M.M.A. 16.1.1 (the casket restored), 16.1.49 (silver bolt), and 16.1.50 (bronze seal knobs); Brunton, pp. 23, 25-26, 

37-41,43-44, "Area E"; Mace, Bull., 1920, p. 151, and A.E., p. 4. 
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All the exposed woodwork of the casket appears to have been made of Sudanese eb

ony. The braces under the long sides were wood sheathed in silver, both of which ma

terials had to be restored since they had almost wholly perished in the damp. The gold 

sheathings of the feet showed that such braces had not existed across the ends, and 

Mace placed there two stout bars of ivory which were of exactly the right length.2 Two 

seal knobs of bronze 3 were found, about 2 cm. in diameter across the slightly convex 

tops, from which they tapered, conelike, to long, flattish tongues, one of which had been 

clinched over inside the wood of the box, where it was from 1.5 cm. to 2 cm. thick (fig. 

5). Mace has restored them as silver plated. 4 

The ivory veneer of the decorated panels was cut in thin slabs - one large one for 

the top of each panel and one for the frame around each ~ and for each "false door." 

The ~ pillars had doubtless been carved of wood, but nothing remained of them ex

cept the shells of gold which had sheathed their cores. Each had been made in two parts 

-one the column and the other the capital joined together behind bv a hidden rib 
~ , 

which projected at the top and bottom as a tenon to hold the column in place. The 

centers of the "false doors," which originally consisted of strips of blue faience, had 

bleached white in the damp and therefore had to be restored. The "roll" at the top of 

each "false door" was represented by a piece of carnelian, slightly convex and framed 

in gold. One of these carnelian pieces had been lost from its gold frame before the cas

ket was placed in the tomb, and it also has been restored. 

The shape and the direction of the curve of the lid were fixed by the ivory veneering 

from each end. From the decoration of the top there were four Hat-Hor heads (fig. 3). 

Their faces were stamped out of sheet gold; the eyes were inlaid with black and white 

stone and the eyebrows with blue faience. Above each head, between its golden horns, 

was a sun's disk of polished carnelian framed in gold and silver. The locks of hair de

scending on each side of the face were built up of alternate stripes of gold and faience, 

ribbed across horizontally and ending in solid gold curls coiled around circular carnel

ian weights. The pectorals were framed in gold with carnelian and faience inlays be

tween. All the faience and all but a few scraps of the silver frames of the sun's disks had 

perished and have been restored. 

2 Suggested to him by a X II Dyn. toilet box in the Louvre, inventory no. 1392. 

3 See below, Appendix, p. 73. 

4 In which he appears to have been guided by information given him by Brunton, who described them in L h I 
" f'l ( a un , p. 40, as 0 SI ver or perhaps copper)." 
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Perhaps the only uncertainty in Mace's restoration of this box is his omission from 

it of the three carved panels of ivory which give the names of Amen-em-Det I I I." They 

probably belonged to one or the other of the first two caskets, for no ivory was found 

in the debris of the fourth or the fifth and it seems very unlikely that they belonged to 

the small third casket. Furthermore, they must have come from a lid, for there is no con

ceivable way of introducing them into the decoration on the sides of either of the first 

two caskets, and also, being somewhat thinner at one end than at the other, they prob

ably were inlaid in a curved surface. Brunton had no record of their exact position when 

found, and, while he admitted that they might have come from the second casket," he 

was struck with their identity in length (S.5 cm.) with the Hat-Ijor heads from the lid 

of the first casket and suggested that these three panels should alternate with the four 

heads. Mace was at first of the same opinion,7 but in the end he felt that this combina

tion was too crowded for the lid of the first casket and after long consideration he placed 

them on the second. In this decision he probably erred, and I should suggest that the 

three ivory name panels and the four l)at-I.Ior heads were set in a row across the lid of 

the box (fig. 3). 

There is very good reason to believe that the interior of the casket was divided into 

compartments and perhaps provided with trays or drawers, but what the arrangement 

may have been we shall probably never be able to determine with satisfactory clear

ness. In the recess there was a quantity of ivory veneering which could have had no 

place on the exteriors of the first two caskets and not much of which could have come 

from the small third casket. 8 Especially to be noted are two rectangular slabs, 25.5 cm. 

long, I.S cm. wide, and 0-4 cm. thick, which had floated on top of the jewelry toward the 

far end of this first casket in a \vay which can reasonably be explained only by the sup

position that they were part of the veneering of interior fittings in the box (fig. 2). 

Furthermore, there is a peculiar silver bolt (fig. 5),6 cm. long and still engaged in a 

silver staple which had been riveted into wood somewhat less than I cm. thick.° The 

5 Brunton, pI. XI; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, fig. 2.(. 

B Brunton, p. 38; Petrie, A.E., 1914, p. 99. 

7 Lythgoe, Bull., 19H), p. 26, fig. 23, a sketch restoration which is probably correct. 

S An inventory is given by Mace, A.E., pp. 5-<l· 

9 The bolt is the "copper implement" which Brunton, p. 37, pI. Xll, recorded from memory. One of the scarab 

rings, which had washed around in the liquid mud and had caught on a pronglike end of the staple, confused Brun

ton as to the natllre of the object. For an analysis of the silver dehased with copper, see below, Appendix, p. 73· 
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typical Egyptian bolt used on doors has a knob in the middle which allows it to slide 

freely between two staples on the door but prevents its removal. This Uihun bolt has 

the knob at one end and therefore, unlike the usual door bolt, must have been com

pletely removable. I ts peculiar knob was probably designed so that it could be drawn 

with the tip of the finger, and a contemporary box from Thebes 10 gives a very prob

able explanation of the function of this bolt as the locking device for a drawer. That 

there were at least two interior compartments is suggested by the way the contents lay 

in two distinct lots, the jewelry in one end and the mirror and shaving sets in the other, 

grouped in such fashion that a partition in the exact center of the box would have sep

arated them. Smaller and lighter elements, it is true, had been washed around after the 

collapse of the box and of any partition which there may have been, and the silver bolt 

had rolled entirely out of the box when the end fell out, but the heavier toilet articles 

and the pectoral seem not to have been disturbed. 

At the back of the far compartment the wristlets (no. 12) and the anklets (no. 13) 

had been placed, clasped and standing upright. Beside them, and nearer the central 

partition, lay the two girdles (nos. 10, II) and the claw necklace (no. 9) with six arm

lets three with lions (nos. 14, 15) and three with motto fasteners (nos. 16-18). On top 

of this group lay the pectoral of Se'n-\Vosret II with its necklace of beads (no. 7). In 

the near compartment of the casket were the toilet articles. The gold-handled razors 

(no. 27) lay on the bottom, side by side, with their cutting edges face to face, and be

tween their handles was the silver saucer (no. 30). The smaller razors (no. 28) lay 

across the larger ones, and on top had been placed the mirror (no. 26). Without much 

doubt the two whetstones (no. 29) were in the same compartment. The only pieces of 

jewelry near this end of the box were two scarab rings (nos. 22, 23), which to judge 

from their nearness to the bolt may have been lying in the end of the drawer to which 

the bolt belonged or in a compartment above it. 

The casket was placed by the burial party in the far left-hand corner of the recess. 

The position in which Brunton found the ivory veneer from the far end of the lid indi-

10 M.M.A. 26.7.l.n8; Carnarvon and Carter, pp. 55-56, pIs. XLVIII, XLIX. The shallow upper 

part of the box is fitted to hold a mirror and has two small compartments on either side of one 

end. Underneath there is a deep drawer for toilet vases, the end of the drawer being the entire 

end of the box. (The illustrations given by Carnarvon and Carter show these arrangements 

clearly.) When the drawer was closed it was locked with a bolt, now lost, which slid through a 

metal staple inside the drawer end and dropped into a hole in the bottom of one of the small 

compartments in the upper part of the box. The bolt must have been practically identical with 

the one from Uihiin and must have worked as the accompanying diagram shows. 
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cates that the front of the box with the seal knobs was along the left-hand, or southern, 

wall. We shall see that the second and third caskets with the alabaster and obsidian 

vases stood on top of it. 

The first floods soaked this casket thoroughly, and gradually it decayed in the slowly 

drying mud deposited around it.ll The weight of the jar-filled boxes on top of it gradually 

forced its near right-hand corner open, and the eventual fall of the second casket sent 

the end of the first swinging around like a door toward the left-hand wall and pushed 

the lid back and up toward the back of the recess. Hence it was that Brunton found 

one of the feet of the near end of this first casket under the alabaster jars of the sec

ond, and inlay from its end along the wall to the left of the jars, and also that he found 

three of the I:Jat-l)or heads from its lid toward the back of the recess, thrust high up 

above the rest of the debris there. The drawer had fallen outward at the same time, 

and hence its silver bolt lay outside the box, toward the front of the recess. Succeeding 

floods completed the disintegration of the wood, and bit by bit the veneer fell off 

around the sides of the box as they then stood. 

Most of our modern museums contain some example of the toilet and jewel boxes of 

the Middle Kingdom, but none richer or finer than this first and largest casket of Sit 

I:Jat-I:Jor Yunet has survived. Similar boxes had existed at Dahshur, though it is doubt

ful whether even they were as lavishly decorated. In any case there is but a hint of their 

appearance to be gained now. Sit I:Jat-I:Jor had a chest about 30 cm. square, incrusted 

with gold wire and inlaid with hieroglyphs in silver which set forth, apparently, her title 

and her names.12 Mereret had a chest suggestive of the first casket from el Uihun. It 

was inlaid with gold, from it come two golden tlat-I:Jor heads like those in the lid of the 

Uihun casket, and like the Uihun casket it had legs with silver braces.13 

(2) Jewel Casket Used for Oil Jars (Plate I A)14 

Of the second casket the wood had entirely perished, but Brunton was able to recog

nize the general scheme of the decoration as consisting of broad panels of ivory alter

nating with narrow strips of ivory and of wood. The veneers stood in reasonable order 

11 Brunton, p. 44, supposed that the decay took place before the floods, but this is improbable. Ebony would not 

have rotted in a dry tomb in Egypt. 

12 De Morgan, I, pp. 58-59, p. 63, no. 29. 

13 Ibid., p. 64, p. 67, no. 25, p. 72, no. 69; Vernier, 53094-5,53103. 

14 M.M.A. 16.1.2; Brunton, pp. 23, 25, 37-38, 43, "Area D"; Mace, Bull., 1920, p. 56, and A.E., p. 5. 
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at either end of the box, and the similar veneers from the sides could be segregated from 

those of the first casket without much question. Beyond this there was little or noth

ing for Mace to go on in restoring the box. Furthermore, it must be remembered that 

when he restored it he did not have Brunton's publication with the few and meager de

tails which it contains, and that he himself was somewhat skeptical of the accuracy of 

his results. 

As he restored it, the general form of the casket is practically a replica of the first, 35 

cm. long, 24 cm. wide, and 25.5 cm. high to the top of the lid. Again the starting point 

for the reconstruction was with the veneered panels of the sides, in which plain slabs of 

ivory alternated with "false doors" built up of strips of ivory and colored woods, the 

widths of the wood being fixed by the long, horizontal ivory slabs at the top. So far the 

elements of the panels seem to be arranged in the only possible way, with a minimum 

length of 29.3 cm. and height of 12 cm. for the long sides, and a length of 18-4 cm. for 

the shorter ends. Mace, however, arbitrarily increased the length of the panels to 30-4 

cm. and 19.3 cm. respectively and their height to 12-4 cm. by the addition of a border 

of wood. In this he probably erred, for he seems to have restored the box a little too large 

for the pattern which the contents make in Brunton's plan of the recess, and I should 

suggest that the box as he restored it is between 1 and 2 cm. too long and too wide. 

Having the same evidence that he had in the case of the first casket to prove that the 

panels were sunken, he set them in a 2 cm. frame with plain feet. Not realizing the ex

istence of a third decorated casket, he took the gold beading, which I think belonged to 

it, and put it on the second box.1s Such a torus beading he felt needed a cavetto cornice, 

and there being no ivory for it, he made it of ebony. lie had a few fragments of inlay 

from the curved ends of the lid but not enough to show whether the lid curved across 

the box as it did on the first casket or lengthwise as is more common. 

For the decoration of the lid, Mace arbitrarily used the three ivory panels with the 

names of King Amen-em-~et I I I which probably belonged on the first casket, sur

rounding them with a border of ivory and colored wood. Brunton mentions the faceo 

that plain plates of ivory veneer appeared underneath the alabaster jars which this cas

ket contained. As the box lay the lid was underneath, and therefore it seems very prob

able that there was an ivory and colored wood veneer on the lid in keeping with that 

15 He was misled by a coincidence. The length of the eight 15 cm. sections was practicaJIy equal to once around this 

box as he restored it. 

16 Brunton, p. 25. 
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on the sides. There are a quantity of strips of ivory for which no place could be found 

on either of the first two caskets, as well as two large plates of ivory 28 cm. long and 

7.3 cm. wide.17 These last may well have made a solid central panel on the lid, sur

rounded by narrow strips of ivory and colored wood. 

When this casket was placed in the tomb it contained the eight alabaster oil jars (nos. Contents 

35-42), but there seems good reason to believe that it was not originally made for 

use 

them. Boxes for such jars 18 are usually provided with a movable interior tray on legs 

-or sometimes a fixed board-pierced with eight holes arranged to hold the jars in 

two rows of four each. This establishes the proportions of such boxes as twice as long 

as they were wide. Not only has the box belonging to Sit tlat-tJor Yunet the wrong 

proportions (3: 2), but the jars lay in it in a way which precludes the possibility of 

their having been crated in a tray or otherwise. Hence it would seem likely that this 

was really an un partitioned jewel casket put to a use for which it was not originally 

intended. 

The burial party placed the second casket across the near end of the lid of the first 

casket. There it stood, slightly tilted on the sloping cover of the box under it, long 

enough for the contents of the oil jars to solidify. Being up in the air it escaped the 

damp of the first floods and must have still been sound when the lower box had already 

begun to decay. Gradually its weight burst out the rotted corner of the latter. Down 

tumbled the second casket, landing bottom uppermost but still intact. Probably at the 

start it slipped slowly, allowing its cover to fall off first and some of the jar lids to slide 

out, but the final crash came with enough of a shock to shiver some of the alabaster 

jars within. 

(3) Cosmetic-far Casket 

The alabaster oil jars were together in one box, and it seems to me altogether plaus

ible that the similar obsidian toilet jars had their own special casket as well, especially 

since certain circumstances of the finding cannot be readily explained otherwise. 

The four obsidian toilet jars (nos. 31-34) were unearthed in a neat group with their 

lids in place, but the three largest ones were upside down.19 I t is unlikely that they 

would have been purposely so placed in the tomb filled as they were with cosmetics 

17 Mace, A.E., pp. 5,6. 

18 Those from Dahshilr are mentioned below, pp. 68-69 and note 13. Numerous others are known. 

19 Brunton, p. 26, pI. XII. 
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-and impossible that they would have fallen in so neat a pattern unless they had all 

fallen together in one common receptacle. A box 14 cm. square inside, with four equal

sized compartments or a tray with four circular holes, would have held them, the three 

larger jars securely in place and the small kohl pot only loosely. This last would have 

been able to roll around as the box turned over, and hence it is not surprising to learn 

that it was more or less upright when found. 

Traces of such a box can be recognized, I believe, among the debris from the recess. 

Brunton describes gold foil which had been applied to eight wooden moldings 15.5 cm. 

long, beveled at each end. 20 He also noted at the back and side of the first casket, close 

to the wall and high up, copper nails with gilded heads 4 mm. in diameter, which had 

served to attach a thin silver band about 2 cm. wide to a reddish wood. In at least one 

case this band was about 15 cm. long.n There is also among the objects from the re

cess, now in the Metropolitan Museum, the gold plating from two hemispherical 

bosses, from 14 to 15 mm. in diameter. They may have been of wood and have been 

fixed to a flat surface with metal nails through their centers. There was also a small 

bronze seal knob (fig. 5) about 10 mm. in diameter and 16 mm. long, with the end 

burred where it had been riveted in wood from 6 to 7 mm. thick. 22 None of these ob

jects have any obvious place on the first casket, near which they were found, and it is 

a noticeable fact that their dimensions would agree admirably with the dimensions of 

such a box as has been postulated for the toilet vases. 

The little box must have been about 14 cm.square inside and apparently 15.5 cm. 

square outside. The material was a reddish wood. Twice around it there was a narrow 

gilded beading, and it was bound with silver, studded with gold-headed copper nails. 

I t is not impossible that it was inlaid with some of the ivory veneer for which we can 

suggest no other definite employmene3 

The position of the box in the recess can be stated with some assurance. We have 

seen that the second casket was placed on top of the first across the end of the lid. This 

third casket must have been behind the second casket, and like the latter, being above 

the reach of the earlier floods, it was still in sound condition when the first casket had 

already begun to decay. When the end of the first casket gave way its lid fell, and the 

20 Ibid., p. 39. See above, p. 17, note 14, and p. 18. 

21 Brunton, pp. 25, 39. 

22 M.M.A. 16.1.51. 

23 See above, p. 14, note 8. 
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second casket rolled down aild over toward the front of the recess with the third tum

bling upside down after it. Hence it happened that the obsidian vases lay not only 

above the mirror which was inside the first casket but also above one of the IJat-IJor 

heads from the lid of that casket,2! and that the silver edging and the gold-headed nails 

from this third casket were found above the debris of the first. 

(4) Crown Casket 

Of the fourth casket nothing now survives. In fact Brunton did not suggest that it 

had ever existed, contenting himself with calling it "Area B."25 However, it is incon

ceivable that the crown, the wig with which it seems to have been associated, and the 

group of jewelry found with them would have been put into the recess unprotected. 

Heavily weighted with gold as the wig was, it could not have floated out of the fifth box 

during the floods. Nor can any evidence of robbery be adduced in respect to any other 

objects in the recess, and therefore we must eliminate any suggestion that the crown 

and its associated jewels were found as they had been left by thieves. On the other hand 

the crown group was found in a strictly circumscribed area exactly as the contents of 

a rotted box would have lain in the mud, and we can even hazard a few suggestions as 

to how such a box must have been fashioned. 

Existence of the 
fourth box (no. 4) 

To have held the crown as it lay and the crown does not appear to have been dis- Form of the 

turbed materially the casket must have been at least 28 cm. wide and 38 cm. long 

inside. I think that we may assume, too, that it was at least as deep as it was wide, for 

when found the contents still lay at various levels throughout a depth of 20 cm. and 

naturally we must allow for a settling of the wig which it contained. Again there is 

good evidence that it stood on legs at least 20 cm. high and probably higher. Its con

tents lay in the mud at an altitude 20 cm. greater than the contents of the first two 

caskets, and that is exactly what we should expect to have been the case if, before the 

bottom of the box had rotted out, mud had been deposited underneath it and around 

the legs on which it stood.26 Of the decoration we have, unfortunately, no evidence 

whatsoever. 

At the time when the box was put in the tomb the first thing which had been placed 

in it must have been the wig with the gold tubes strung on the plaits. On top was laid 

24 Brunton, p. 26. 25 Ibid., pp. 23-24, 43, pI. XII. 

26 It was in this mud that the small crystal eye was found. See above, p. 8. 
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the circlet of the crown (no. 6) with the plumes and streamers dismounted. Inside the 

circlet were then laid the two lapis lazuli scarabs (nos. 24, 25), two armlets with motto 

clasps (nos. 19, 20), the smallest of the lion armlets (no. 15), and the Amen-em-~et 

III pectoral with its necklace coiled around (no. 8). On top of all, the plumes and 

streamers of the crown were laid crosswise. 

This fourth casket must have been the last put into the recess in the tomb. I t appears 

to have stood in front of the first and fifth caskets almost exactly midway between the 

two sides of the recess and a little over 50 cm. back from the opening. 

(5) Large Wig Chest 27 

The fifth was the largest box of the lot, but obviously it was also the plainest and ap

parently intended for more homely uses than the other four. 

The outside width, 36.5 cm., and the height, 25-4 cm., could be accurately deter

mined. The length was more than 55 cm. but it could not have been greater than about 

63 cm., if the fourth box occupied the position in the tomb which I have supposed. The 

sides and we may assume the lid also were of ebony somewhat more than I cm. 

thick. The bottom was of cheaper material. Two copper nails about 3 cm. long found 

behind the end against the wall may well have been parts of the two seal knobs. Of 

decoration no trace has survived. 

Brunton found the box empty except for infiltrated mud. He argues most convinc

ingly, however, that it was a wig chest. The fact that the wig which must have existed 

originally in the fourth box had left not a trace is ample explanation of the emptiness of 

this fifth chest. Middle Kingdom wig boxes of comparable size have been found at 

Lisht,28 and we may assume that this box contained extra wigs - perhaps of a longer 

and fuller fashion than the one in the fourth box. 

The fifth box, one of the first to be put into the recess, was pushed into the far right

hand corner. 

27 Brunton, pp. 2'+-25, 41, 43. 

"' Gauthier, p. 50, dimensions, 47 by 68 cm.; Mace and Winlock, p. 105, dimensions, 35 by 60 cm.; Lansing, Bull., 

H)33, p. 26, fig. 3(), dimensions, 27 by 57.5 by 15.3 cm. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE JEWELRY 

BEFORE 2000 B.C. the customs and beliefs of centuries had established amuletic Funerary jewelry 

properties for certain jewels which made them appropriate for the dead, and these were 

still being used for the dead long after the fashions for the living had changed. The 

"broad collar" of cylindrical beads with hawk-headed or semicircular shoulder pieces, 

bracelets and anklets of beads to match the collar, and a bead belt with a skirt of 

strands of beads hanging from it were commonly listed among the jewels of the dead 

in the catalogue of offerings painted inside the Middle Kingdom coffins.l The body of 

Sit Uat-I;Ior Yunet had been decked with all or most of these ritual jewels, but the rob-

bers made away with all but a few beads from them when they broke open her coffins, 

and her funerary jewelry need not concern us here. 2 

Fortunately, however, for those of us who prefer to picture a living rather than a 

dead princess, the wealthier Egyptians could afford more than simply to have their 

bodies decked with the amuletic jewelry of the dead. They could take with them into 

the tomb such jewels as they had actually worn during their lives and the very toilet 

articles which they had used, packed in caskets from their dressing rooms, to be hidden 

safely under the floors or in closets in the walls of their tombs. The three treasures of 

Sit lJat-l:lor, Mereret, and tIenmet found at Dahshur, and the treasure of Sit lJat-lJor 

Yunet from el Uihun are of this class. That the treasure of el Uihun consists of the 

actual je\velry and toilet articles which belonged to a great lady of the court, one of 

those who set the fashion and style of her day and generation, gives to it a peculiar 

1 Jequicr, pp. 41 ff. For the diadem see below. Examples of Middle Kingdom burials with the appropriate jewels 

of the dead more or less complete might be multiplied indefinitely. At DahshUr King l;Ior and the Princesses Nub

Detepty-bred, Ita, ljenmet, and I ta-weret were so equipped (De Morgan, I, pp. 99, 112, and II, pp. 52, 58, 74). It is a 

noteworthy fact that the typical funerary jewels formed no part of the jewelry of those three finds at Dahshiir which 

were not on the bodies of the dead - those of Sit I;I at-I;I or, of Mereret, and of Ijenmet. An example of funerary jewel
ry - mixed, however, with imitations of the jewelry of daily life - is given by Mace and Winlock, pp. 57 ff. 

2 Brunton, pp. 30, 43, noted with surprise that the treasure in the recess did not include any "broad collar" with 

cvlindrical beads. That such a collar and a funerary girdle of beads were on the body was proved by the discovery of 

3~ cylindrical collar beads of carnelian and 7 girdle beads of green faience in the sarcophagus chamber in 1920 

(.\1..\1.1\.21.10.,,; Petrie and Brunton, p. 16). 
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interest. There is nothing unreal, nothing magical, and nothing primarily religious here. 

All is inspired by a very vital love of beauty and a very living vanity. 

Naturally it is not to be supposed that no other real jewelry which had actually been 

worn in daily life during the Middle Kingdom has ever come out of Egypt. Such jewel

ry has been found, but rarely under circumstances comparable to those of the treasures 

of Dahshur and el Uihun, where the separation can be made with certainty between the 

ornaments of the changing styles of life and those of the changeless fashions of death. 

And, moreover, admitting that the jewelry of Dahshur equals it, no jewelry has ever 

been found in Egypt-real or funerary-excelling that of Sit I)at-tIor Yunet in fine

ness, in richness, or in beauty. 

THE CROWN 

(6) Circlet and Wig (Plates II-IV) 

All the component parts of the crown were found together as they had been placed in 

the fourth box, but the wig had perished in the successive floods. The gold tubing from 

the wig, lying under the rest of the contents of the box, showed that it had been put in 

the casket first. On top of it was placed the circlet from which the plumes and stream

ers had been dismounted, and these last were laid crosswise on top of all. 

The circlet 1 is made of a thin, flexible band of burnished gold 27 mm. wide and 0-4 

mm. thick, which has been formed into a hoop 190 mm. in diameter. 2 As found it was 

very slightly wider across the head from side to side than it was long from front to back. 

On the front there is soldered a gold plaque with a slot into which slides a tongue of 

T -shaped section at the base of a removable uraeus. The serpent is of gold openwork 

incrusted with lapis lazuli, carnelian, and paste, the last now white but originally 

green. I ts head is of lapis lazuli with eyes of garnet, framed in gold. At regular inter

vals around the circumference of the circlet are riveted 15 rosettes, each one consisting 

of a cut-out gold base plate, from 22 to 24 mm. in diameter, to which are soldered cloi

sons contrived to hold inlays of carnelian and paste the latter now white but in all 

probability originally blue and green. The design is an elaborated cross of lotus flow-

1 Cairo, Livre d'entree 44919. (There is a reproduction in the Metropolitan Museum, 31.10.8, shown in pis. If, Ifl.) 

Petrie, A.E., 1920, p. 67; Brunton, pp. 24,26, pis. V, XI, XIII; Vernier, 52641; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, p. 8; Winlock, Bull., 

1933, p. 157· 

2 Vernier, p. 202, noticed that the gold band had been lengthened by splicing and soldering into it a piece 46 mm. 

long. This cannot have been done to alter the length of the completed circlet since it would have thrown the rosettes, 

etc., out of place, but must have been done during the manufacture. 
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ers with a lily pad in each quarter. On the under side of the rosette at the back, opposed 

to the uraeus, and of the two rosettes on the opposite sides of the circlet there are sol

dered pairs of small gold rings from which are suspended and hinged double streamers, 

those at the sides 197 mm., and those at the back 193 mm. long. Inside the back of the 

circlet is riveted a tube topped with a solid, plain gold papyrus flower into which fits a 

stem at the bottom of a removable pair of plumes, projecting 215 mm. above the cir

clet. The streamers and the plumes are cut out of perfectly plain sheet gold like the 

circlet, so thin that the plumes would have waved slightly with every movement of the 

wearer's head. 

Some 1,251 small gold tubes:l found scattered under the circlet and nowhere else in 

the tomb must, to follow a suggestion of Brunton's, have been disposed on the wig. Of 

them, 877 tubes average 9 mm. in diameter and about 6.5 mm. in length; 374 smaller 

tubes average no more than 4 mm. in diameter and about 4.5 mm. in length. All are cut 

from longer tubes, made of thin sheets of gold bent over and burnished on a cylindrical 

form until their overlapping edges have almost disappeared. The smaller ones are of 

much thinner metal than the larger and in some cases are slightly ribbed, round and 

round. The total length of the smaller tubes when strung end to end comes to about 167 

cm., and of the larger to about 570 cm. 

Scattered around as they were in the mud, nothing could be learned on the spot of the 

original arrangement of these, and it has only been by experimenting with an actual wig 

that we have been able to make any definite suggestions. The wig on which they must 

have been worn was, without question, one of those long full coiffures which covered 

the wearer's shoulders, and the tubes must have been strung as long, continuous stripes 

of gold on the plaits. They could not have been scattered, one by one, along the plaits, 

for there was no way of fixing them in place so that they would not slide down. In con

tinuous stripes they could have been prevented from falling entirely off the wig by the 

bindings which finished the plaits at the bottom. The question of the number of such 

stripes of gold on the wig was one on which we made many experiments. Finally, how

ever, we noticed that the total lengths of both the large and the small beads are divis-

R Cairo, Livre d'entree 44923: 482 larger and 84 smaller tubes. M.M.A. 16.1.25,26: 395 larger and 290 smaller tubes. 

Brunton, p. 27, pI. x; Vernier, 52660. There are discrepancies between Petrie's notes (used by Brunton), Vernier, and 

the actual counts and dimensions of the tubes in New York and Cairo. (For information about the tubes in Cairo I 

am indebted to a recent Jetter from Brunton.) The figures given in Labun J are only a rough approximation made 

by Petrie in the field from the weights he used in estimating the back shish for his workmen, and I have disregarded 

them. 
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ible into shorter strands very nearly 238 mm. in length 24 such strands of the larger 

beads, and 7 of the smaller. Such strands arranged around the head naturally fall into a 

pattern with a narrow stripe between every four thick stripes, and their length is such 

that all the gold strands reach just over the shoulders of a young woman used by us 

as a mode1. 4 The streamers from the sides of the circlet fall exactly on the shoulders 

themselves. Experiment showed that the strands at the sides of the wig should be a few 

millimeters longer than those at the back, just as the side streamers are longer than the 

back ones, in order that all should appear to finish evenly when the wig was being worn. 

I t is of course impossible to say that no other arrangement could have been fol

lowed in antiquity, but after trying numerous others I personally feel that the chances 

are that Sit ljat-~Ior Yunet wore her crown and wig very much as we show them. 

Altogether the coiffure which Sit ljat-I:for Yunet wore must have been a more or 

less heavy burden, no matter how softly and snugly it fitted her head. The circlet weighs 

280 grams, the gold tubing about 500 grams,5 and the modern wig on which we have 

placed it - and which probably does not differ materially from the original one worn 

by the princess - weighs 700 grams more. The total thus comes to 1,080 grams, or 3 

pounds and 4 ounces. 

The circlet of Sit ljat-ljor YCmet was more than a meaningless ornament. The uraeus 

on the brow, an attribute of royalty, places its wearer among the immediate relatives of 

the king himself. The high plumes were an attribute of the goddess I~Iat-~Ior, who was 

in some of her manifestations a patroness of love and of beauty, and the attributes of 

that goddess would naturally be thought appropriate to the ladies of the king's l;arlm. G 

Even the fillet itself had a history of a full thousand years by Sit ljat-Uor Yunet's day.7 

At active occupations and in windy weather a mass of thick hair around the face is 

apt to be a nuisance, and nothing is more natural than to tie a cord around the brows 

4 See above, p. 6, note 8. 

a Vernier and Brunton are in practical agreement on the weight of the circlet. I have calculated the weight of all 

the tubes from those in the Metropolitan Museum, and the total agrees with Brunton's statement (from Petrie's notes) 

that they weighed a little over a pound. 

S Brunton, pp. 27, 42, suggests that the plumes were the insignia of "the heiress queen" and quotes two examples 

from the XVI I I Dyn. and from the Ptolemaic period. From this assumption comes the theory that Sit I:Iat-I;Ior 

Yiinet was a reigning queen (see above, p. 3). That the plumes were positively not insignia of such high rank in the 

XVIII Dyn. is amply shown by the pictures of kings' concubines in the Theban tombs of Mene-na (no. 69; Wres

zinski, 25 a) and Pa-iry (no. 139). 

7 Two excellent histories of the Egyptian circlet are those in Jequier, pp. 43 If., and Williams, Jewelry, pp. 54 II. 
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to confine it, or at least to h"Cep it back out of the eyes. There is scarcely need of listing 

any of the innumerable ancient Egyptian pictures of such simple, purely utilitarian 

tape fillets. I t goes without saying also that the idea of decorating such fillets is very 

primitive. Fishermen stuck water lilies through them in the sham fights in canoes 

which were a part of the fantasias held on the big estates of the Old Kingdom. 8 The 

early peasants sowing grain in the scorching, hot fields knotted cool green grass around 

their brows in pleasantly rustic fillets.9 The upper classes, even as early as the First 

Dynasty, made their fillets of a plain band of gold. l<) Here were all the essentials of the 

circlet of historic times - flower decorations and goldsmith's work. 

I n the Fourth Dynasty the circlet was a band of flexible gold just long enough to go 

around the head and with holes in the ends for linen tapes to be tied behind in a bow

knot. ll Around the band there might be big, chased-gold rosettes projecting on stems 

from the head,1" or there might be cloisonne flower patterns,13 usually of the marsh 

plants which the sailors wore the lotus and sometimes papyrus plants with young 

birds nesting among them.)' In the Fifth Dynasty the linen tapes were disappearing 

and the circlet was being made up entirely of goldsmith's work the bowknot at the 

back becoming a pair of lotus plants and the two ends of the tapes two streamers of 

metal. Such circlets were often worn in the late Old and in the Middle Kingdom by the 

gentry when they went fishing or fowling in their canoes 1" and by their womenfolk when 

they accompanied their husbands.'G There still seems to have been association with the 

\vater, however, for in Middle Kingdom coffins they were called ~, ~;c,~} ~ ~ 

8 Davies, Plabbeiep, I I, pI. XIV, and Gebrawi, II, pis. v, xx. 

Petrie, Afedu111, pI. XXVIII. 

10 Reisner, Naga-ed-Der, pp. 31, 144, pI. 9, fig. 54. 

11 Circlets found at Glzeh (Selim Hassan, and Sch~ifer and Andrae, p. 2(0). For the linen tapes see Petrie, Medu1I1. 

pI. IX. 

12 See last note. I should interpret L. D., II, pI. 71, as a curious drawing of such rosettes seen in profile. 

13 On the statue of Nofret (Borchar'dt, Cat. gen., no. 4) the white circlet stands vertically away from the hair, and 

I assume that it was of silver, and that the flowers, therefore, were of cloisonne work. 

14 See the Glzch circlets in note 11, above, and De Morgan, Recbercbes, p. 199. 

15 Both types exist side by side in the V Dyn. See Bissing, Gem-ni-kai, I, pIs. XV, XXI, and Borchardt, Sal!JU-reC, II, 

pis. 33-38, 53, 54· 

16 Petrie, Medum, pI. X; L. D., II, pis. 46, 60, 73, 90, 97; Davies, Gebrawi, I, pIs. III, v, VI, XI, XII, XVIII, and I I, fron

tispiece and pis. III, v, IX; Newberry, Bersbeb, I, frontispiece and pis. VIII, IX, XXIX, and Beni Hasan, I, pI. XLVI, and 

I I, pis. XXVIII, XXIX, XXXV; Blackman, pis. VII, XVII. Dancing girls in the Old Kingdom wear such circlets occasionally 

(L. D., II, pI. 36, and Davies, Gebrawi, II, pI. XVII). 
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or ~ r ~"\,, "rower's" or "boatman's fillet." 17 In the Old and Middle Kingdoms every

one wore the boatman's fillet - the king with the uraeus/8 the nobles, naturally, with

out-but during the Middle Kingdom, for some obscure reason, the boatman's fillet 

began to be classed as a king's crown which was shown among the amuletic articles in 

the coffins. After the Middle Kingdom with a uraeus on the brow it became strictly a 

part of the insignia of royaIty,19 and the people in general adopted new styles broad 

bands of bead and cloisonne work hanging down on their foreheads and tied with tas

seled cords behind.20 

The circlet of Sit I:Iat-I:Ior Yiinet belongs midway in the development we have just 

reviewed. The tapes at the back are represented by the gold streamers-but without 

either the bowknot or its derivative, the papyrus flowers - and as an extra embellish

ment other tapes are represented at the sides by additional gold streamers. And the lotus 

flowers so characteristic of the early fillets are represented by highly stylized rosettes. 

Such rosettes were destined to become simplified out of all semblance to a lotus, but 

they remained even into the Empire as characteristic ornaments for the head.21 

The decoration of the hair to relieve the monotony of its dark mass goes back to the 

dawn of history, when it was a fashion to wrap the plaits spirally with tapes of thin 

gold. 22 Tubes like those of Sit I:Iat-I:Ior Yiinet are perhaps unfamiliar, for they have 

rarely survived, but at least one of the princesses at Dahshiir-in all probability Ijen

met-had a wig decorated with such tubes, and they have been found at Lisht and 

elsewhere.23 If such tubes are anything more than simple decoration, it is possible that 

17 Winlock, IE.A., p. 231; Jequier, p. 47. There are not many representations of Old Kingdom or Middle Kingdom 

sailors wearing such fillets. Cf. Davies, Gebriiwi, I, pI. IV; the models in Reisner, Cat. gin., 4847, 4899, 4900; and two 

models in the Metropolitan Museum, 11.150.9 and 26.3.155. 

18 Borchardt, Ne-user-rec, pI. 16, and Sa11?u-reC, II, pis. 33-38. 

19 Representations on the monuments are numerous. Four actual fillets have been found. I n the X I I Dyn.: King 

Uor (De Morgan, I, p. 100, figs. 234, 235, 238, pI. v, C, E) and Princess Nub-l:tetepty-lJred (ibid., p. 112, nos. 1-3, pI. v, 

G, F; Vernier, 53111-2); in the XVII Dyn.: Nub-kheper-ReC Intef (Boeser, II I. p. 8, pIs. XVIII, XXII; Winlock, I.E.A., p. 

231); in the XVI I I Dyn.: Tut-Cankh-Amiin (Carter, pI. LXXV). The last has hinged streamers like that of el Liihiin. 

20 For traces of an actual XVIII Dyn. type of fillet see Winlock, Meryet-Amiin, fig. 2. Random examples of the 

innumerable representations on the monuments are Davies, Nakbt, pI. XII, Ramesside Tombs, pis. VII, VIII, and Nefer

l?otep, I I, pI. VII. 

21 For the X II Dyn. see the headdress of Senebtisi below; for the XVIII Dyn., Princess Nefru-biti in Deir el Bal:tri 

(L. D., 11,8; Rosellini, pI. XIX, 24) and a fillet in the Metropolitan Museum (Winlock, Bull., 1933, p. 159; for the XIX 

Dyn., Queen Ta-Wosret (Davis, pis. 13, 14; Vernier, 52644). 

22 Schafer, Goldscbmiedearbeiten, no. 2. 

23 Mixed with the beads, apparently from De Morgan's second season, there are at least 463 such tubes with diam

eters uniformly 4 mm. and lengths on an average slightly greater than 4 mm. (Vernier, 52820, 53057-8, 53092, 531 18, 
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they may have originated in the loog stems of the water lilies which adorn the circlets. 

More fanciful were the rosettes sewn over the wig of Senebtisi,24 and of somewhat simi

lar nature were the gold checkers on the wig of a statuette found in the mouth of Seneb

tisi's pit at Lisht. 25 

Few actual crowns have been found in Middle Kingdom tombs, and they have little 

in common with that from el Uihiin except their floral motives. There were in the tomb 

of Ijenmet at Dahshiir two crowns which had obviously been worn in daily life and two 

plain gold bands which also appear to have been head circlets.26 All were found among 

the jewels in the offering chamber, just as the crown of Sit I:Iat-I:Ior Yiinet was dis

covered. Both crowns are essentially flower chaplets. One consists of strands of loosely 

plaited gold wires sewn over with minute green flowers and blue berries and caught to

gether in four places by larger papyrus rosettes. I n the other, rosettes are linked togeth

er with highly conventionalized floral forms. A simpler and less expensive crown, found 

on the body of Senebtisi at Lisht,27 is of gold wire loosely plaited like the foundation of 

the first crown of Ijenmet but without the flowers or rosettes, although rosettes, as we 

have noted, were sewn on her hair. In the front there is a curious knot, possibly floral 

in inspiration and vaguely reminiscent of the conventionalized flower forms of Ijen

met's second crown. From a Twelfth Dynasty tomb at Thebes comes half of still an

other, even simpler circlet, of three strands of silver wire lashed together and provided 

with a loop, apparently at the back, for tapes. 28 

THE NECKLACES 

(7) Pectoral of Se'n-Wosret II (Plates V, VII A-BP 

The earlier of the two pectorals belonging to Sit I:Iat-I:Ior Yiinet was found in the 

debris of the far compartment of the first jewel casket. In the same place were found 

53120, 53124-5, 53128,53159-60). Three similar tubes, ridged around, probably from Dahshiir, are M.M.A. 26.7.1318-20, 

each 7 mm. long and 5·5 mm. in diam. (Winlock, Annales, M). A single plain gold tube from the excavations of the 

Metropolitan Museum at Lisht is M.M.A. 22.1.292. Eight silver hair tubes are reported by Williams, f.E.A., p. 173. 

24 Mace and Winlock, p. 59, pI. XXI; Winlock, Bull., 1933, p. 157. Silver rosettes are reported by Williams, IE.A., 

P·173· 

25 Lythgoe, Bull., 1907, p. 163; Maspero, Art, fig. 202. 

26 De Morgan, II, pp. 61-63, nos. 19-28; Vernier, 52859-60, 52863-4, 52942-4. 

27 Mace and Winlock, p. 58, fig. 28, pI. XXI; Winlock, Bull., 1933, p. 157. 

28 Winlock, Bull., 1914, p. 7, fig. 8. 

1 M.M.A. 16.1.3. The pectoral: Petrie, A.E., 1914, p. 98, fig. opposite p. 97 (top); Brunton, pp. 26, 28, pis. I, VI. The 
beads: ibid., pp. 29, 33, pI. VII. See also next note. 
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12 drop-shaped beads of gold, 9 of carnelian, 8 of green felspar, and 8 of lapis lazuli. 

There were also 12 small turquoise spherical beads and 42 gold spherical beads. Of these 

last we shall see that the 16 largest conform in size to the gold beads soldered to the two 

claws of the third necklace and to the amethyst beads on which the claws appear to 

have been strung. Thus the necklace for the pectoral of Se'n-Wosret II must have con

sisted of 37 drop-shaped beads, 26 spherical beads of gold, and 12 of turquoise. 2 

Although the drop beads from this necklace and those from the other pectoral (no. 

8) were mixed shortly after finding, the record shows the number of beads of the differ

ent materials which belong in each lot. When we came to string the two necklaces we 

discovered that the beads readily fell into pairs by material and length, and while our 

choice of drop beads for this necklace was necessarily an arbitrary one, the differences 

in length 3 are so minute that any reasonable choice, together with the spherical beads, 

would make a necklace very close to 82 cm. in circumference. Obviously for a necklace 

of this length a clasp would be unnecessary, and the odd number of carnelian beads 

shows that one of that color must have been at the middle of the string at the back of 

the neck. From this point the beads must have been arranged in repetitions of red, 

green, and blue toward the front, with every third drop bead of gold. As there were 

twelve of these last and twelve spherical beads of turquoise, each gold drop must have 

been followed by a turquoise ball, and each stone drop by a gold ball. Such an arrange

ment is pleasing and carries out the colors and materials in the pectoral itself with an 

even spacing throughout the necklace. 

The pectoral in its design is a motto which can be freely interpreted: "The Sun God 

gives many hundreds of thousands of years' life to Khackheper-Re( (Se'n-\Vosret I I) ," 

the Sun God being represented by the hawks which support the cartouche and the 

hieroglyphs below it. 

2 In Winlock, A.E., p. 76, I suggested that this pectoral was suspended from all the drop beads, of which 74 were 

found in the tomb, combined with 20 gold ball beads which Brunton had not strung in the claw necklace, and the 12 

turquoise ball beads. This arrangement was adopted by Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, frontispiece and p. I I. Petrie, however, 
hesitated to agree (Winlock, A.E., p. 87) but offered no alternative. At that time Brunton's Labun I had not ap

peared, and I did not know that 37 drop beads were found in "Area E" (p. 29), whence came this pectoral (p. 25) and 
the gold ball beads (p. 26), and that in "Area B" were found 37 other drop beads (p. 29) and under them the pectoral 

of Amen-em-Dct I II (p. 24). Brunton states that "owing to a misapprehension these two sets were not kept separate." 
Hence my then proposed stringing (with a double necklace of drop beads) was obviously at fault. Thirty-se\'en of the 
drop beads evidently belong to each pectoral. 

3 The drop beads are graded from 14 mm. to 24 mm. in length (Brunton, p. 29). The spherical beads of turquoise 

average 5.5 mm. in diam. and those of gold vary from 3 to 6 mm. 
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Basically the pectoral is of ~0Id.4 A plate 82 mm. high, 45 mm. wide, and less than a 

millimeter thick was cut out to the design and upon its front were soldered the thin 

gold cloisons designed to hold the inlays. The delicately modeled legs of the hawks, 

fashioned in the round, were likewise separate pieces soldered into place, and two tubes 

for suspension were soldered onto the back. Into the cloisons on the front were then in

troduced inlays of lapis lazuli, turquoise, and carnelian with chips of garnet for the 

eyes of the hawks-in all some 372 minutely fashioned bits of hard stone cemented 

into place with a ground-lime plaster mixed with some organic adhesive. The hawks 

are feathered blue and green with red-tipped tails, and they support green sun disks on 

their heads. The human figure has green flesh, blue hair, and red clothing. The remain

ing details of the jewel are worked out in the same three colors. 

No more exquisitely fashioned example of goldsmith's and lapidary's work has sur

vived from all ancient Egypt, and no lighter and at the same time no more classically 

restrained design has come down to us to represent the Egyptian jeweler's art. It has 

been said that the pectoral was conceived to be viewed usually from a respectful dis

tance. Yet it will bear the most intimately close inspectlon, and the repetition of the de

tails of its design wrought and chased on its back is as marvelously executed as its 

gayly colored front. In fact, the subtly modeled reverse, with each detail molded and 

chased with microscopic accuracy, is perhaps even more wonderful than the obverse. 

(8) Pectoral of Amen-em-!:Jet III (Plates VI, VII C-D)' 

The second of the two pectorals came from the debris of the fourth casket with 12 

drop beads of gold, 10 of carnelian, 8 of green felspar, and 7 of lapis lazuli. 6 No gold or 

turquoise spherical beads are mentioned as having come from this area, but there is a 

twice repeated statement that some of the amethyst ball beads were found there. 7 Un

luckily neither their number nor their size was recorded, nor were they kept separate 

from the amethyst beads from the first casket. However, we have no right to disre
gard Brunton's very definite statement. Accepting it then, it is absolutely impossible 

to conceive of such amethyst beads as being connected with the crown, the small motto 

4 An excellent detailed description is given by Brunton, p. 28. 

5 The pectoral: Cairo, Livre d'entree 44922; Petrie, A.E., 1914, p. 98, fig. opposite p. 97 (in center); Brunton, pp. 24, 

29, pIs. VI, XI; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, fig. 8; Vernier, 52712. The reproduction in the Metropolitan Museum, 31.10.11, is 
shown in pI. VI. The beads: M.M.A. 16.q; see above, note 2. 

6 Brunton, pp. 24, 29. 

7 Ibid., pp. 24, 33. 
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and lion armlets, or the two scarabs found there. Again, to say that they lay loose in the 

box is a very unsatisfactory way out of a difficulty. The one logical explanation re

mains that there must have been 38 of the smallest amethyst beads in this casket, and 

that they were part of the necklace of the Amen-em-QH I I I pectoral. In size they would 

have been appropriate, and furthermore the necklace requires such spherical beads to 

make it of a length comparable to the other pectoral chain. The possible objection that 

amethyst introduces an unexpected color into the necklace need give no trouble. Actu

ally the deep violet of the spherical beads alternating with the brilliant hues of the 

drop beads results in a remarkably effective color scheme. 

The 37 drop beads from this necklace were graded in pairs like those from the first 

pectoral. With the smallest amethyst ball beads included the circumference of the 

necklace works out to about 82 cm., as does that of the Se'n-Wosret pectoral. Any ar

rangement of the colors and materials must necessarily begin with the placing of the 

odd lapis lazuli bead in the center at the back of the neck, and further combinations 

are again necessarily variations of the usual red, blue, green order of the Egyptian con

ventions, with every third drop bead of gold. 

While the pectoral repeats the design of that of Se'n-Wosret I I, merely changing the 

cartouche to that of the throne name of Amen-em-bet I I I, there is an extraordinary 

falling off from the technical perfection of the earlier one. In general the construction 

is the same, but the goldwork of the Amen-em-Qet pectoral is apparently slightly light

er,s and, among the inlays, for turquoise a green composition has been substituted 

which has bleached white in the dampness of the tomb. Red carnelian sun disks on the 

hawks' heads and amethyst eyes for the hawks are among the unimportant variations 

in coloring. It is, however, in the general execution that the deterioration of the gold

smith's work is obvious, and the backs of the two pectorals show this most strikingly. 

The outline of the second lacks the airy lightness of the first pectoral; the details are 

clumsy; the subtle, low relief has been flattened out, and the chasing is heavy and 

stumbling in comparison with the work of Se'n-Wosret's jeweler. 

I t would be useless to try to define the stages in the evolution from the prImItIve 

ornament which the prehistoric Egyptian hung on a cord around his neck, through the 

development of the ornament into an amulet, and then into the more or less elaborate 

motto-like pectoral of Sit ~lat-Ijor Yfmet. Suffice it to say that by the Twelfth Dy-

8 Brunton's measurements make the second pectoral about 1 mm. longer and wider than the first, but the weight 

about Ys oz. avoirdupois less. 
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nasty the elaborated pector~l was fully developed, and it remained in vogue through

out the rest of Egyptian history. 

Princess Sit Ijat-Ijor had a pectoral of Se'n-Wosret I I comparable in design and 

meaning with those belonging to Sit Ijat-Ijor YDnet. The necklace appears to have 

been composed of 37 drop beads - 10 of gold, 10 of carnelian, 9 of green felspar, and 

8 of lapis lazuli. The ball beads were all gold. 9 In this case the odd green bead was at 

the back, every fourth bead was gold, and the order was red, blue, green-ending with 

a red bead next the pectoral. Such a necklace would be strikingly like the two from el 

Ui.hDn and must have been about as long. 

In the jewel casket of Queen Mereret there were two pectorals - one of Se'n-Wosret 

I I I and one of Amen-em-Qet I I I - both lauding the triumphs of the king, as befitted 

the jewels of a King's Wife."° Either one of these was placed in the casket without a 

necklace or-what is much more likely-the beads of one necklace have been scat

tered during and since their discovery. There is reason to believe that there was once a 

string of gold, carnelian, lapis lazuli, and green felspar drop beads, of which some are 

now in the Cairo Museum and others were once in the MacGregor Collection.l1 As with 

the Amen-em-Qet I I I pectoral of Sit Ijat-Ijor Yunet, the spherical beads may well have 

been of amethyst, of which there were a large number in this tomb.12 The other pec

toral-perhaps that of Se'n-Wosret III-was obviously suspended from a string of 

43 drop beads and 86 spherical, all of gold.13 In this case 2 spherical beads accompanied 

each drop bead. The number of beads is greater here than in the two el Uihun ex-

9 Pectoral: De Morgan, I, p. 60, no. I, pIs. xv, XVI, XXI; Vernier, 52001. Drop beads: De Morgan, I, p. 6], no. ]5, 

pI. XVIII. Vernier appears to be badly confused; these beads are probably under 5]12], 53126, 53127, 53129, and per

haps other numbers. Ball beads: De Morgan, I, p. 6], no. 32, pI. XVIII. De Morgan's text gives 30 "perles rondes, or," 

but the total count of the spherical beads in pI. XVIII comes to 27 more than the total count of spherical beads of dif

ferent sorts mentioned in the text. Furthermore, it can be demonstrated that there were thefts from this treasure at 

the time it was found (Winlock, Annales). I assume, therefore, that there were at least 38 gold spherical beads which 

could belong in this necklace. 

10 De Morgan, I, p. 64, nos. 1-2, pIs. XIX-XXI; Vernier, 52002-3. Among Mereret's scarabs, five bear the titles of a 

queen, to which rank she clearly rose before her death. 

1: There is one unnumbered stone drop bead in De Morgan, I, pI. XXIV. Vernier, 53123, 53126-7, 53129, appears to 

list a total of 82 drop beads, which is 45 more than came from the tomb of Sit 1:lat-l:for, whose beads appear to be in

duded among them. For 16 more drop beads which may have come from this tomb see Winlock, Annales, ]. 

12 See below, p. 36, note 26. 

13 De Morgan, I, p. 65, no. 9, pI. XXll; Vernier, 53055-6. De Morgan shows 98 spherical beads in this string (Vernier 

only 96). Of these 98 I assign 12 to the claw necklace from this treasure, which would reduce the length as given by 

De Morgan from 89 to about 82 cm. 
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amples or the other Dahshur example, but the drop beads are shorter and the circum

ference of the string was again 82 cm. 

I t must be more than a coincidence that all the Dahshur pectorals are associated 

with drop and with ball beads," and furthermore that all the necklaces reconstructed 

from them should be of the same length-82 cm. in circumference. 

This length is such that on small women, as these princesses undoubtedly were, the 

pectoral ornaments would hang below the breasts, as far down as the parting of the 

ribs. On first thought this strikes us as being lower than is appropriate to the term 

"pectorals," and it probably is lower than was customary in the Eighteenth Dynasty. 

llowever, there is evidence that in the Twelfth Dynasty at least such ornaments were 

worn as low as our reconstructions indicate. The daughters of TJ:!uty-l:lOtpe of el Ber

sheh are shown with the bottom of their "pectorals" almost as low as the top of the 

pelvis, and TJ:!uty-J:!otpe himself wore his "pectorals" even lower. ' " 

(9) Claw Necklace (Plate IX)"'; 

Sit I~Iat-I~Ior Yunet's third necklace was found in the far compartment of her first 

jewel casket. 17 Brunton recognized its general arrangement, and we have made only 

such modifications in his stringing as depend on the number of beads available. 

The two ball beads soldered to the top of each claw make it certain that in addition 

to the claws the necklace consisted of a double row of spherical beads. Besides those 

now strung with the first pectoral there were 16 spherical beads of gold of the same 

size as those soldered to the claws, and these gold beads were associated in the tomb 

with amethyst beads. Of amethyst ball beads 29 I altogether were found, varying in 

diameter from 9 to 4· 5 mm. Of them we have seen that 38 of the smallest probably came 

from the pectoral in the fourth casket. The 253 remaining must have come from the 

first casket, and of these we shall see that 140 of the largest are required for the leop-

1-1 A few examples of later date tending to show the continuous association of drop beads with pectorals in the 

X \' III and X I X Dyns. are in Winlock, A.E., p. 76, note I, figs. 2, 3. 

15 Newberry, Bcrsbcb, l, frontispiece and pIs. XXIX, XXXIII. Note especially the frontispiece, where the top of the girl's 

pelvis is drawn. The pectoral on the coffin of Senebtisi was, apparently, equally low (Mace and Winlock, frontispiece 

and fig. 23). 

lG M.M.A. 16.1.7; Petrie, A.E., 1914, p. 98; Brunton, pp. 32-33, pI. Vlll; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, p. 12, fig. 10; Winlock, 

A.E., pp. 85-86, fig. 8. 

17 Brunton, p. 26. The finding place of the claws is nowhere mentioned in the text, but they show clearly enough in 

the middle of the first casket (Brunton, pI. XII, "Area E"). 
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ard-head girdle.18 There were thus not more than I 13 of the amethyst beads available 

for this necklace, which with the claws and the 16 gold spherical beads would be too 

short a string to be passed over the head. Hence a clasp is necessary, and when one of 

the small square-knot fasteners is added the necklace has a circumference of 33 cm.,lD 

which is just sufficiently long to encircle the base of a slender woman's neck. The exact 

placing of the claws and of the 8 gold beads in the center is, of course, entirely arbitra

ry, but as here arranged the two claws lie on the ends of the clavicles of a person as 

small as we have assumed Sit 1~lat-I~lor Yunet to have been. 

Each claw, 3 I mm. in length and hollow, is made of two identical sheets of hammered 

gold, skillfully soldered together around the edges. On top of each are soldered two hol

low beads made in the same manner."" These beads and the gold and amethyst beads 

strung wi th them are from 4.5 mm. to 6 mm. in diameter. The stone beads are of an 

unusually deep, rich violet colored amethyst which cannot be distinguished from the 

beads of the leopard-head girdle (no. I I), and there seems little doubt that both jew

els come from the hands of the same makers and were intended to be worn together. 

Animal or bird claws are very natural objects for primitive man's personal adorn

ment, and it is not surprising to find them imitated in stone in prehistoric Egypt. 21 By 

the Middle Kingdom they had become accepted elements in fashionable jewelry. 

Princess Sit Uat-I~lor appears to have had a necklace almost identical with that of 

Sit IJat-I.Ior YCmet. The pair of claws"" and the amethyst'" and gold ball beads 24 

1k See below, no. II. This girdle must have had beads in multiples of 2:'). Even the removal of one lot of 28 beads 

f~om it would make it more than 10 cm. shorter than the cowrie girdle, and we must therefore consider the number 

of beads assigned to it by us as final. 

III Brunton, pI. VIII, made the collar 44 em. long, but he introduced into it gold beads which obviously belong to the 

first pectoral and amethyst beads which we put with the second. 

eo One of these beads was broken off in antiquity as Brunton states; the Metropolitan Museum has recently had 

it soldered back in place. 

"I Petrie, Amulets, p. I], pI. 11,24. 

"" De Morgan, I, p. (l2, no. 23, pI. XVII; Vernier, 53144-5. 

2" De Morgan, l, p. ()3, no. ]6, pI. XVIII; Vernier, 53121. De Morgan says 240 beads, but there are 27 more spherical 

beads on pI. XVIII than his text calls for. Vernier gives 248 beads. For' 10 more beads which may belong to this tomb 

see \Vinlock, Annales, F. In addition to the claw necklace there must have been either another single string of ame

thyst beads or a double string including some of the double gold beads described in the next note. 

"" De Morgan, I, p. 63, nos. 30-]1, pI. XVIII; Vernier, 53131(?). No. 30 is "vingt perles doubles, or; voir planche 

XVIII," but the plate shows II pairs. No. 31 is "six perles rondes doubles." In the MacGregor Collection there was 

another double bead (Winlock, Annaies, G), making a total of 18 double gold ball beads among Sit l:Iat-l:lor's jewels. 

Some perhaps went with a separate double string of amethyst beads. 
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were all found. Aside from the length, which remains uncertain, the only differences 

between this necklace and that of Sit Bat-Bor Yunet were trivial. All the gold beads 

-which may have been more numerous in Sit Bat-Bor's necklace than in Sit Bat-Bor 

Yunet's-were soldered together in pairs, a very practical scheme, for the two strings 

of the necklace were thus securely held together at several points. 

Queen Mereret also had a necklace of this type. Again there were the two claws,25 

and there were an ample number of amethyst 26 and 12 or more gold spherical beads. 27 

Such elements would make a necklace practically identical with that of Sit Bat-Bor 

Yunet except that there would have been one or two fewer pairs of gold beads in the 

center. 

A very instructive pair of claws came from the tomb of Ijenmet. 28 Judging from their 

suspension rings these claws were hung from a necklace of very fine beads. The inter

esting thing about them is that they are covered all over with a feather pattern which 

suggests that they are birds' claws rather than lions' (as has often been supposed), and, 

as a matter of fact, their form agrees better with the Egyptian representation of a 

hawk's claw than with anything else.2
!l 

A Twelfth Dynasty necklace from Abydos had silver claws strung with 60 oval ame

thyst beads arranged in 3 strands.30 The combination here is instructive. The beads in 

this case bridge the gap between the claw necklaces with amethyst ball beads and Ijen

met's necklace with claws strung on minute beads, and suggest that these last beads 

were probably oval. 

25 De Morgan, I, p. 67, no. 20, pI. XXII; Vernier, 53169-70. 

2() The total number found is as usual questionable. De Morgan, I, p. 66, no. 13, lists 252 beads, but pI. XXIV shows 

256. So does the photograph in Vernier, 53054, though the text there gives 248. De Morgan, I, p. 66, no. 12, pI. XXIV, 

and Vernier, 53069, contain 38 more identical beads. Ten more amethyst beads (Winlock, Anl1ales, F) may also belong 

to this tomb. The maximum number is thus 304, of which probably at least 160 are required for the leopard-head 

girdle from this treasure, and perhaps some for the pectoral. 

27 De Morgan, I, p. 65, no. 9, contained 98 spherical gold beads, of which only 86 were required for the pectoral 

necklace from this tomb. There are thus 12 beads available in Cairo, and there were 3 others in the MacGregor Collec

tion (Winlock, Al111aies, G) which may belong here. 

28 De Morgan, II, p. 59, no. II, pI. v; Vernier, 52911-2. 

29 Among the claws in Petrie, Amulets, p. 13, one is the actual claw of a large bird, perhaps a vulture. 

30 M.M.A. 04.18.13; Ayrton, p. 8, pI. XII. The beads with which Currelly there suggested these claws had been 

strung actually belonged to a bracelet (of a type known from Lisht and Thebes), the clasps of which were found in 

the tomb. As strung by us with 60 amethyst beads the necklace is 29 cm. long, but having strings instead of a clasp it 

was adjustable on the wearer's neck to any length. For two identical claws of electrum from a similar necklace see 

Garstang, Arabab, pp. 5, 25, frontispiece. 
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THE GIRDLES 

(IOJ Cowrie Girdle (Plate VlIIj1 

In the far compartment of the first casket there were found 8 large gold cowrie shells. 

In the same place there were 32 acacia-seed beads of gold, cast in pairs side by side, 3 I 

similar single beads of green felspar, and 3 I of carnelian.2 Brunton and Petrie, noticing 

that the double thread holes of the pairs of gold beads were the same distance apart as 

those in the cowries and considering the numbers, realized that they belonged together. 

When the treasure of el Uihun arrived in New York, I joined the carnelian and felspar 

beads with the cowries and the gold beads and first suggested the restoration of the gir

dle as it has ever since been exhibited in the Metropolitan Museum and as it is here 

shown.s 

A circlet of eight cowries has eight intervals and into each naturally go two pairs of 

the gold acacia beads. I think that we may have no hesitation in assuming that there 

should be 32 of each kind of stone bead so that, like the gold beads, 4 of each kind 

could be threaded in each interval. This does not mean necessarily that the missing 

beads were lost during the extremely painstaking excavations. They are very easily 

broken one of them was discovered cracked in two-and two of them may well have 

been split and lost while Sit Bat-Bor Yunet was still wearing the girdle, without unduly 

marring its appearance. In any case we have felt justified in restoring one green bead 

and one red bead. The number of acacia beads between the cowries thus being fixed, the 

color arrangement is, of course, arbitrary. 

The 8 cowries are from 47 to 47·5 mm. long, the gold beads 9 mm., and the stone 

beads IO mm. The total circumference of the girdle when clasped is 84 cm., and on a 

small woman it would rest on the widest part of the hips and cross the lowest part of 

the abdomen. A girdle of this length could be slipped over the head and arms, but the 

fact that one of the cowries is a sliding clasp made it much easier to put on. 

Both faces of 7 of the cowrie shells were made independently,4 with such accuracy 

1 M.M.A. 16.1.5; Petrie, A.E., 1914, p. 98; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, p. 10, fig. 9; Brunton, pp. 25, 30, 33, pis. III, VII; Win-

lock, A.E., pp. 74 ff., fig. 1. 

2 Brunton was mistaken in his statement that there were 32 felspar beads and 30 carnelian. 

S Petrie endorsed this suggestion (Winlock, A.E., p. 87), and it has been accepted by Vernier, 53074, 53136. 

4 Petrie in a very carefully detailed technical description of the making of the cowries (Brunton, p. 30) states that 

the faces of the shells were cast by the cire perdue method. Cast they may have been, but surely not by a method 

which required the modeling afresh of a wax positive for each and everyone of the 16 shell faces. 
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that when they were soldered together the seam was invisible and even on the inside 

the two plates appear to be in perfect alignment. Before each pair of faces were joined 

there were placed loose in the hollow cavity four or five pellets, about 3 mm. in diam

eter, made of a 50 per cent copper-silver alloy.5 Obviously every movement of the wear

er's hips must have been accompanied by a tinkling as of little bells, and while it was 

against the daughters of Zion that Isaiah complained for their tinkling anklets,S the 

daughters of Egypt as well as the daughters of Zion and all their descendants in the 

East to this day have ever shown their vanity with the same clinking of their jewelry. 

The eighth shell was the clasp (fig. 4), each half of which was too thin to contain such 

pellets since it was provided with a flat interior plate. To one plate was soldered an 

elongated T-shaped tongue and in the other was cut a corresponding groove. In these 

plates also are the holes through which the thread ends were knotted. 

A similar cowrie girdle existed in the treasure of Princess Sit tIat-tJor, but clearly 

the elements as published are not complete. De Morgan reports only 6 cowrie shells,7 

each a centimeter shorter than the shells of Sit Ijat-Ijor Yllnet's girdle, and only 120 

acacia beads of gold, green felspar, lapis lazuli, and carnelian.s Another shell with rat

tling pellets inside, one double and one single gold acacia bead and one carnelian bead, 

apparently stolen from De Morgan, might be assigned to this girdle," but even with 

them the total length would be only 72.5 cm. At least another 10 cm. of the girdle has 

probably strayed, and possibly in this missing part there was another gold cowrie to 

make the total number 8. 

The Queen Mereret likewise had one, or probably two, cowne shell girdles, but 

from the publications it is difficult to determine whether any beads were found with 

the gold shells, or whether the girdles had been unstrung during the princess's lifetime 

and only the loose, gold shells were buried in her tomb. One set consisted of 8 large 

shells, each 57 mm. long, in which there are pellets as in those from el Lihlln. \Vith 

them are grouped 2 smaller shells, each 50 mm. long.") Perhaps with advancing age the 

5 These pellets had corroded inside the shells, to the walls of which they were stuck fast. Recently they were loos

ened by Arthur Kopp with the aid of selected chemical reagents, and the analysis of the mineral matter which was 

removed showed their composition. The measurement of the pellets was possible in the case of one of the shells which 

had partially split along the soldering line. See below, Appendix, pp. 73-74. 

6Isaiah3:16,18. 

7 De Morgan, I, p. 60, no. 5, pI. XVII; Vernier, 53136. 

8 De Morgan, I, p. 63, nos. 33-34, pI. XVlII; Vernier, 531 2 3, 53q6 (?). 

9 Winlock, Annales, A-B. 10 De Morgan, I, p. 65, no. 7, pI. XXIII; Vernier, 53074. 
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princess had to lengthen her girdle and added to a conventional set of 8 shells 2 others, 

acquired at a later period, which did not match her original set. She also had, 2 little 

shells, each of which was only ,6 mm. long.ll Even if the thread holes of all these shells 

are so placed as to make it possible to assemble them in one girdle, the numbers of each 

sort make symmetrical combination difficult, and therefore it seems probable that Mer

eret once had a girdle of large cowries like that of Sit tlat-l)or Yfmet and another of 

small shells. 

Girdles of such small cowries are known from a number of private graves of the 

Middle Kingdom,12 and many museums possess isolated shells from them.13 An interest

ing element from a cowrie girdle in the Metropolitan Museum consists of two gold 

cowrie beads soldered together, side by side. l1 The beads are heavy and of excellent 

workmanship; each is '5 mm. long, and each has a single thread hole, the distance be

tween the holes being 8 mm. This element may come either from a girdle in which all the 

shells were small and in pairs, or from a girdle with large cowries between which were 

pairs of smaller shells, just as Sit l)at-I~Ior Yunet's second girdle (no. ,,) has pairs of 

small leopard heads between the large ones. 

Girdles with cowries are commonly represented on the little "dolls" of wood or fa

ience so often found in Middle Kingdom tombs. An excellent example is a wooden doll 

in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts with large gilded cowries modeled in relief around 

the hips.1s The faience dolls commonly have girdles merely drawn in black, but the shells 

are none the less unmistakable. J(l The custom of wearing the cowrie, or C ypraea, shell 

goes back to prehistoric times,17 and has survived even to this day among Nubian girls. 

Other kinds of shells besides cowries were considered appropriate to girdles, and in the 

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Dynasties small conventionalized bivalve shells were com-

11 De Morgan, I, p. 65, no. II, pI. XXIV; Vernier, 53165. 

12 A girdle of at least 12 silver cowries, probably strung with amethyst and carnelian ball beads: Winlock, Bull., 

IgI4, p. 17, fig. 8. (When the photograph was taken I did not realize that these shells came from a girdle.) A girdle 

of at least 10 small gold cowries, perhaps strung on small garnet ball beads: Garstang, Anibab, p. 4 and frontispiece. 

A girdle of at least 9 small silver cowries: Williams, f,E.A., P.I73. Silver cowries from two girdles: Engclbach, pp. 

IS, 16, pis. XV, XXII. 

13 For example, in the Metropolitan Museum: 2 from Lisht (og. 180. 1200 and 2,+.1.28); 4 of unknown provenance 

(30.8.382-385). All six contain pellets which rattle. 

14 M.M.A. 11.150.52 B; provenance unknown. 

15 Winlock, A.E., p. 81, fig. 6. 

16 From Lisht: Winlock, A.E., p. 77, fig. 4; from Thebes: Winlock, Bull., 1923, p. 22, fig. 15. 

17 Petrie, Amulets, p. 27. 
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monly so worn.1R Beads shaped like the seed of the acacia, even without the shells, were 

also commonly used for girdles. Senebtisi wore at her waist a girdle of six rows of mi

nute acacia beads of gold and semiprecious stones, and similar beads of a larger size 

were found on the body of Princess ljenmet at Dahshur, and at Harageh and Thebes 

in Middle Kingdom and early Eighteenth Dynasty tombs.19 

(/ /) Leopard-Head Girdle (Plate IXpo 

In the jewel compartment of the first casket 7 large double leopard heads of gold 

were found, and with them 7 small quadruple heads. As in the case of the cowries and 

the double acacia beads, the distance between the thread holes and the numbers of the 

two sorts of leopard heads suggested an association to Petrie and Brunton at the time 

of their discovery, and later I proposed that these leopard heads should be strung with 

a sufficient number of amethyst beads to make a girdle comparable to the cowrie gir-

dle. 21 Although I was not aware of it when I first proposed this arrangement, together 

with the leopard heads in the first casket were actually found the majority of the ame-

thyst ball beads.22 Some of them must belong with the claw necklace (no. 9).23 As for 

the number of beads in the girdle, we are limited to multiples of 28, since there are '4 

intervals in the double string of beads required. The large pairs of leopard heads being 

45 mm. long and the smaller ,6 mm. and the beads varying from 6 to 9 mm. in diam-

eter, the only multiple of 28 such beads which will give a circumference to this girdle 

comparable to that of the cowrie girdle is '40. Since such a combination will make a 

girdle about 82 cm. long, that number has been adopted. 

Reconstruction of 
the leopard-head 
girdle (no. II) 

All the leopard heads were made in two halves and soldered together in exactly the The leopard heads 

same fashion as the cowries, and one of the large units was a sliding clasp of the same 

18 Petrie, Qurncb, p. 9, pI. XXIX; Schiifer, Goldscbmiedcarbcitcl1, no. 33; Vernier, 52733; Winlock, Meryct-A miin, 

p. 15, pI. XVII A. Princess Nefru-Rcc wears a girdle with such shells in the sanctuary at Deir el BaDri (Rosellini, pis. 

XIX, 2J, CXCIV, 3). 

1n Mace and Winlock, p, 68, pI. XXIII; De Morgan, II, pis. VII, VIII; Engelbach, pI. LIII, 74, 75: Lansing, Bull., 1917, 

p. 18, fig. 12. 

20 tv1. M.A., 16. dJ; Petrie, A .E., 1914. p. 98; Lythgoe, BuZr, 1919, pp. 12, 22, fig. 5; Brunton, pp. 25, 31 -32, pI. II; Win

lo~k, A.E., p. 84, fig. 8. 

21 Petrie accepted this arrangement (in Winlock, A.E., p. 87, and Petrie, History, p. I8J) and afterwards Vernier 

(53075), but Lythgoe and Mace hesitated to do so and hence it is only recently that the girdle has been strung as I 
had suggested. 

"" Brunton, pp. 26, 33. 

2" See above, pp. 34-35. 

4' 
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sort as that of the other girdle (fig. 4).2t The remaining 6 large leopard heads were, 

again, rattles, each containing three or four pellets, approximately spherical in shape 

and 3 or 4 mm. in diameter. In this case the pellets were small fragments of hard stone 

- apparently diorite which when "haken gave off a sharp tinkling note against the 

gold."' In one of the large leopard heads-but in no other-there were traces of cor

roded copper. In all probability this had nothing to do with the pellets, which were 

doubtless all of stone, but may very likely have been part of an ancient needle broken 

00" some time when the girdle was being strung. 

Queen Mereret had a similar girdle except that hers had 8 large double leopard 

heads, each 52 mm. long, and no small ones."" Again one of the leopard-head units was 

the clasp and the other 7 contained pellets. In this girdle about one half of the length 

must have been made up of two strings of amethyst beads, the number of beads neces

sarily being divisible by 16. The exact number could only be determined by experi

ment, but 160 seems a likely requirement to produce a girdle of normal size, the rest 

going to Mereret's claw necklace."' 

Heretofore these heads have been called those of lions, but I do not believe that the 

Egyptian in representing the lion would have omitted the lion's most prominent fea

ture-his mane. Thev cannot be the heads of the domestic cat, whose ears are alwavs 
~' - 0.1 

shown erect. As a matter of fact they are identical, line for line, with the leopard 

heads on priestly leopard-skin robes, and I have no doubt of their identification as sLlch. 

Undoubtedly there was some significance in such a use of the leopard's head. Alone, 

without the skin, it would not have been a normal primitive ornament and probably, 

therefore, it had some amuletic meaning, but so far as I am aware its meaning escapes 

modern explanation."' I t might be suggested that the two leopard heads are the hiero

glyphic signs 'il"l'l (p(Jty, "strength"), but in that case we might well expect that the 

girdle heads would be in profile as the hieroglyphic heads invariably are. On the other 

hand, in jewelry and the toilet the leopard's head must have had a meaning more ap-

2' See the technical notes in Brunton, p. 31. 

2, When discovered the pellets were embedded in the fine silt with which the leopard heads had been iilled through 

the thread holes. Simple soaking in water washed out the silt and released the pellets. Their nature could be seen 

through the thread holes with a microscope. 

en De lvlorgan, I, p. 66, no. 8, pI. XXIX; Vernier, 53075. 

2, See abO\'e, p. 3(i. note 26. 

"8 Brunton. p. 32, quotes exampks of the "Iion-head, or rather lion-face." as an amulet in the XVI I I Oyn. and l:tter. 
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propriate to the po~sessions of women, in the Twelfth and Eighteenth Dynasties at 

least."!) Especially are they prominent on the ends of ivory wands which probably were 

once women's castanets but which by the Middle Kingdom had become protective amu

lets of some sort, apparently for the women and children of the household.ao 

THE BRACELETS AND ANKLETS 

The problem of the restoration of the whole class of jewels \vorn on the arms and 

ankles is complicated by the fact that most, if not all, had been largely made up of mi

nute beads the threads of which had so completely perished that Brunton could not 

keep those of the different objects segregated and only noted two cases where even a 

few still preserved their original order. One of these cases was a \vristlet bar with tur

quoise beads adhering to it uninterruptedly along one side (no. 12) and the second was 

one of the small lions with strings of beads extending from its hind quarters in the 

order 7 turquoise, 3 gold, 5 carnelian, 3 gold (no. 15)· 

Except as regards the lion armlets (nos. '4, 15) we have felt constrained to make 

radical changes in the provisional stringing done by the discoverers, since their arrange

ments of the wristlets (no. 12) and anklets (no. 13) involve a number of unsatisfactory 

conditions. Requiring 16 gold, composite 1 5-bead squares, and only having '4, they im

provi:-;ed 2 from small gold beads. They did not use consistently the 20 gold 5-bead bars 

which they had found. They left open spaces through which the wearer's skin would 

show, an arrangement which is without valid precedent. f<ina\ly they made the wrist

lets 14.5 cm. in circumference and the anklets only 15.5 cm., whereas there unquestion

ably should be a greater difference between them. 

Our model' had wrists 12.5 cm. and ankles 17 cm. in circumference. Measurements 

made on other individuals, reduced in the proportion that their statures exceeded a wom

an of Senebtisi's size, and measurements made on other ancient bracelets and anklets 

"" Bracl'let clasps of UCllI1lCt: De J\lorgall, I I. p. 60, no. 12, pI. v; Vernier, 520,i4-5. Mirror handles of Mereret in 

place of l:lat-l,Ior heads: De Nlorgan. I, nos. 21-22, fig. 130; Vernier, 53104, 531(Jl. Ends of a X VII Oyn. necklace from 

Thebes: M.M.A. 2(J.7.1J{q; Burlington Club, p. 28. no. 2'). On the ends of a woman's gold fillet of the XVIII Oyn.: 

.\:.M.A. 26.8.()o; Winlock, Bull., J()33, p. 1S()· 

:\0 Wands: Oaressy, 0435, (H38; Petrie, Objects 0/ Daily ese, pI. XXVI; Shorter, pI. I; examples in the Metropolitan 

l\luseum, 08.200.10,30.8.218. Legge, pp. 130 If., 207 If., calls them protection against serpents. Murray, pp. 33 ff., calls 

them horoscopes. So also Petrie and Shorter above. One in the Metropolitan ,\1 useum is inscribed "Protection by 

night" and "Protection by day," and others bear similar invocations, often in favor of children. Such wands have 

been found with women's belongings (Winlock. Bull., H)32, P.96). 

J Sce abovc. p. 6. note 8. 
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in the Metropolitan Museum confirm these sizes closely. Our reconstruction started, 

therefore, with an attempt to approximate such dimensions and it proceeded with the 

assumption that the existing beads are practically all that there were originally. I t is 

true a few turquoise beads are broken, but the number of them is negligible, and we 

are confident that few if any, broken or unbroken, were missed by the discoverers. 

The existing beads are of turquoise, carnelian, and gold, the last cut from slender, 

drawn tubes. All beads average nearly 2 mm. in diameter and very slightly less than 1 

mm. in thickness - the turquoise beads with an average thickness of 0.9 mm. being 

the thinnest. Thirty-six gold beads were each 2 mm. long. Strung on single threads the 

total existing lengths are: turquoise, 3943 mm.; carnelian, 2553 mm.; gold, 2464 mm. 

Approximately 4524 mm. of such beads would be required, together with the existing 

clasps, bars, and multiple units, to attain an appropriate length for the wristlets (no. 

12), and about 3820 mm. for the anklets (no. 13), leaving about 616 mm., which is 

enough for the lion armlets (nos. 14, 15), but not enough for the mottoes (nos. 16-20) 

as well. 

The proportions of the different colors which may be chosen for the various articles 

are of necessity arbitrary. Our solution, given below, is naturally not the only possible 

one, but it is at least plausible and it appears to us to be preferable to any of the many 

other arrangements which we have tried and abandoned. 

(12) Wristlets (Plates X A, XI Al 

The pair of wristlets, clasped as when worn, were placed in the jewel compartment of 

the first casket at its far end with the anklets. 

Essentially each wristlet was a band of 37 rows of minute beads held together with 6 

gold bars, 81 mm. long, and clasped with a slide of practically equal length. Except 

that the bars were composed of 37 rows of 2 beads each, they were identical with those 

of the anklets ( no. 13). The clasps were of a specialized form. 

Such broad and short bands as were the wristlets were not flexible enough for so 

simple a sliding clasp as the anklets, which could be manipulated so that one clasp bar 

could slide the whole length of the other. Each wristlet clasp (fig. 4) consists of two 

narrow grooved members between which slides a member with a tongue on each side. 

To prevent mixing, the tongues and grooves are numbered on the edges with little 

2 M.M.A. 16.1.8,9; Petrie, A.E., 1914, pp. 98-99; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, p. 12, fig. 11; Brunton, pp. 26, 33, 34, 44, pIs. IV, 

XIII,8. 
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notches 0, 1,2, and 3. Each grooved member is built up, boxlike, with a gold base, sides 

rounded at both ends and joined at one, and two top strips. The base is drilled for the 

37 threads and the top strips, not quite joining, make the open, longitudinal groove 

for the tongues on the slide. The latter has a sheet-gold back and edges with the T

sectioned tongues soldered along the whole length of the sides. When the bracelet was 

put on, it was wrapped straight around the wrist with the two grooved members oppo

site each other, and the slide was then slipped in between them, without any of the 

twisting and manipulating such as was necessary with the anklets. 

The face of the slides is inlaid in gold cloisons with the throne name of Amen-em

Det I I I, the two inscriptions opposed one to the other. The background is of carnelian, 

and the hieroglyphs are inset with a dark blue paste and a green paste, now bleached 

white, the two imitating lapis lazuli and turquoise. 

Our suggested arrangement of the wristlets is based on the following considerations. 

First, Brunton discovered attached to one side of a wristlet bar turquoise beads run

ning along its entire length, in close contact to it and sometimes two or more deep.3 

Secondly, as we have seen, wristlets should approximate 12.5 cm. in circumference. 

Thirdly, any reasonable solution should consider the clasps as functional parts of the 

design. Since the preponderant color in the clasps is the red carnelian background, we 

have adopted a design of 6 alternating red and green panels of approximately equal 

width, regarding each clasp as a red panel, and thereby have attained the desired cir

cumference of 12.5 cm. with the threading just slack enough to make the wristlet flex

ible. In each of the JO bead panels of the pair of wristlets we have used 425 mm. of stone 

beads. There are 20 units, each consisting of 5 gold beads soldered in a row, and these we 

have used at the tops and bottoms of the 10 bead panels, where they serve to prevent 

the outer rows of beads from spreading. These units we have joined with thin stripes 

of gold beads, using 274 mm. of them. The number of units-20-fits nowhere else in 

the jewelry as appropriately as here, but some uncertainty must be confessed as to this 

arrangement since there are two cases of a pair of beads soldered together 4 and one of 

three beads so joined, which may be the remains of other units now broken apart. 

However, it seems impossible to suppose that there could ever have been a sufficient 

number of them to have been consistently used in the anklets. 

3 Ibid., pp. 26, 33, 34. 

4 These beads measure 1.5 mm. in thickness and have nothing to do with the pairs of beads in the lion armlets. 
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Such an arrangement meets the three fixed conditions stated above and presents an 

extremely pleasing and entirely typical appearance. 

King Amen-em-~et I I I presented to Queen Mereret a pair of wristlets very much 

like those which he gave to Sit f:iat-f:ior Y Cmet." They were somewhat smaller, being 

only from 63 to 64 mm. wide, but required 36 rows of beads, and the inscriptions were 

not opposed on the two clasps as they were on those of Sit f:iat-IJor YCmet. However, 

they were inlaid entirely in hard stones - carnelian for the background and green fel

spar for the hieroglyphs - which is fortuna te for us, as they suggest green as the color 

of the faded white paste of the Uihun clasps. Curiously enough no bars are mentioned 

in the De Morgan publication, a peculiarity which is also true of Sit f:iat-I;lor's and Ita's 

wristlets. 

Sit IJat-I~IorG and I ta 7 had wristlets with clasps almost exactly alike. Each was 40 

mm. long and the central slide of each was a large IT hieroglyph inlaid with semipre

cious stones. Again no bars are mentioned with either, but minute multicolored beads 

are mentioned for both in 16 rows in the case of Ita's and 36 rows in the case of Sit 

I:Iat-l:Ior's. One of IJenmet's pairs of wristlet clasps was like I ta's in size and number 

of thread holes, but the decorative hieroglyph was!\ instead of IT·8 

Although both Ita" and tienmet 10 had bracelets ahove their elhows, and hoth had 

anklets, it is interesting to note that the bracelets with decorative clasps were found 

on their wrists. \Ve may feel confident, therefore, that the bracelets with elaborate in

scriptional clasps were worn, as one might expect, as wristlets. 

Examples of similar wristlets might be multiplied endlessly from the representations 

on the monuments and from discoveries in the tomhs. To judge from the Middle King

dom funerary examples 11 it would seem probable that in the Old Kingdom bead wrist

lets were made up of elongated cylindrical beads, but the Twelfth Dynasty wristlet of 

minute beads, as found at el Uihun and Dahshur, retained its vogue into the Eight-

5 De Morgan, l, p. 66, nos. 15-16, pI. xx; Vernier, 52026 -7. 

6 De Morgan, I, p. 60, no. 2, pis. XV-XVI; Vernier, 520 .. 11-2 . 

7 De Morgan, II, p. 53, no. 9, pI. V; Vernier, 5202-l-5· 

8 De Morgan, II, p. 60, no. 12, pI. V; Vernier, 520-l4-5· 

9 De Morgan, II, p. 53, fig. 105. On the forearms were solid gold bracelets (ibid., nos. (i-7). On the upper arms there 

were silver and bead bracelets (ibid., no. 10; Vernier, 52063). 

10 De Morgan, II, p. 55. On the upper arms were nos. 13-16 (Vernier, 520 -l3). 

11 Mace and Winlock, pp. 72 ff., pI. XXVI; Mace, Bull., 1922. p. 8, iig. j. 
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eenth Dynasty 12 and later. The clasp of the Uihun and Dahshur wristlets, however, 

underwent a very practical simplification. The broad, flat slide became a simple pin 

passing alternately through catches in each end memher of the wristlet-a mode of 

fastening which required far less perfect adjustment of the sliding parts and was conse

quently much easier to manipulate with one hand. 

(13) Anklets (Plates X B, XI 8)13 

The anklets were found with the wristlets in the compartment at the far end of the Anklets (no. 13) 

first casket. I t is to be presumed that, like the wristlets, they were clasped when they 

were put into the box. 

Each anklet was a band of 23 rows of minute beads held together with 8 gold bars 

and provided with a clasp. There were found with the anklets and wristlets I4 multiple 

gold units, each consisting of 3 rows of 5 beads each. The fact that they are built up in 

three rows, and that the anklet bars are also, and the fact that they are the right num-

ber to alternate with the anklet bars have led us to employ them in the anklets. Bars, 

multiple units, and clasps, strung with the 3820 mm. of beads which we reserved for 

them, will make a pair of anklets 16.5 cm. long, if threaded just loosely enough to be 

flexible. Originally the threads may have been slacker. 

Elements of the 
anklets 

The function of the bars is to prevent the spreading of the rows of beads of which the Their bars 

anklets were composed. I n appearance they are designed to simulate beads from the 

outside, but for strength and to protect the wearer from their rigid, corrugated surfaces 

they are backed with smooth plates of gold (fig. 4). The plates are 44 mm. long, 7.5 

mm. wide, and about 0.25 mm. thick. Such a size is sufficient for 23 rows of drawn-gold 

tubular beads, 3 beads to a row. Each row of three beads is strung on a very thin gold 

tube, which is visible in the spaces between them, and the beads and tubes of the whole 

series are soldered together and to the plates. The mUltiple gold units of 5 rows of 3 

beads each are made in the same fashion except that their smaller size made the plate 

unnecessary. 

As has been noted above, the narrower and longer bands which constituted the an- Their clasps 

klets were more flexible than the wristlets. I n putting on the anklets, the wearer could 

12 Among numerous examples there may be noted: Queen ACi:t-i:totpe (Vernier, 52070-1); Princess ACI:t-mose Tu

meri-si (Winlock, Bull., 1926, p. 8, fig. 4); Queen Meryet-Amt1n (Winlock, Meryet-Amun, p. 69, pI. XVII). 

13 M.M.A. 16.1.10, 11; Petrie, A.E., 1914, p. 99; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, p. 12, fig. 11; Brunton, pp. 26, 33, 35, pis. IV, 

X Ill, 6, 7. 
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twist them so that the lower edge of one end was brought up to the upper edge of the 

other end to engage the clasp, which consisted simply of one tongued member and an 

opposing grooved member (fig. 4). The latter is constructed like the grooved mem

bers of the wristlets. The tongued member has a similar base and side plates, and be

tween the latter are soldered three short sections of T -shaped tongue with open spaces 

between to leave the thread holes in the base accessible. 

Brunton's observations give no hint on which to start the reconstruction of the an

klets, and we have to fall back on a series of assumptions. First, the circumference 

should be as nearly 17 cm. as possible. Secondly, the 7 gold squares available for each 

anklet must obviously go into the intervals between the 8 bars, and the end bars should, 

therefore, be in contact with the clasp units as is the case with the wristlets. Thirdly, 

accepting the arrangements of the wristlets and of the lion armlets as we propose them, 

we have left for the anklets 1930 mm. of gold beads, 12 15 mm. of turquoise, and 675 

mm. of carnelian. The figures are susceptible of only such slight change as would de

pend on variations of the stringing of the lion armlets. 

Given these conditions, experiment will show that any attempt to string the anklets 

with continuous bands of color from top to bottom results in an unsatisfactory design. 

The number of bars and of gold squares necessitates the division of the stone beads 

into 14 stripes - the red stripes very little more than 2 mm. wide and the green less 

than 4 mm., under which circumstances the color becomes so attenuated as to be inef

fective. Therefore we have adopted another design. Any reasonable number of stone 

beads assigned to the anklets will be close to the ratio of 9 green to 5 red, and the sum, 

14, immediately suggests the 7 intervals between the bars, each divided into two by the 

gold squares, and to fill out the panels made by the squares we have the proper number 

of beads. These indications suggested the restoration which we have adopted. The de

sign is unsatisfactory in that it brings two large green areas together when the bracelet 

is clasped, but so long as the wristlets are strung as we have proposed, this remains the 

most satisfactory solution yet discovered by us for the anklets. 

Petrie and Brunton 14 have called attention to a difference between the wristlet and 

anklet clasps in handiwork, and this indicated to them a difference in date. The thread 

holes in the wristlet clasps were drilled from inside the grooved members, somewhat 

irregularly. Those of the anklets were drilled from the outside and with greater skill, 

14 Brunton, pp. 34-45. 
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they thought. This suggests ¢e work of two different artisans, and the fact that the 

general design of the two pairs of jewels obviously varied widely confirms the supposi

tion. Perhaps we cannot demonstrate from such evidence that the wristlets and anklets 

are of very different dates, but we can say that they were not acquired at one time, or at 

least as one set. 

In the foregoing remarks I have called these objects anklets in spite of the fact that Mode of wearing 

they have sometimes been regarded as armlets.15 It is true that broad bead bracelets 

were occasionally worn above the wristlets or above the elbows,16 but in the Middle 

Kingdom, at least, I believe that such overloading was the fashion in death rather than 

in life.17 Therefore I suggest that when extra pairs of bracelets have been found, they 

were often actually anklets, which, as we know from the monuments, were frequently 

worn by Egyptian women, generally narrower than their wristlets. 

Such anklets in position on Middle Kingdom mummies are perfectly well known/ 8 Similar anklets 

but particularly important for our purposes are the cases of [ta'9 and ljenmet."O Their 

anklets were to all intents and purposes identical with those of Sit 13at-IJor Yilnet. 

They had plain clasps and 8 bars simulating 3 columns of beads each and were 45 mm. 

high. ljenmet's beads, however, may have been oval. The jewelry sets of Sit IJat-IJor 21 

and of Mereret,22 which were not found on their bodies, also had in addition to the 

wristlets pairs of "bracelets" with a plain clasp and 8 bars each, the bars being made to 

simulate 3 columns of gold beads apiece. These extra pairs, I believe, were all anklets. 

15 See above, note 13. 

16 I t is perhaps sufficient to recall Ita, Ijenmet, ACJ:!-mose Tu-meri-si, and Meryet-Amiin (the last two mentioned 

above, note 12). 

17 A clear case of such overloading in death is the Princess Amiinet of the XI Dyn., who could never have moved 
her head if she had worn as many necklaces as were placed around her neck when she was buried (Maspero, Guide, no. 

3105, p. 308). TutJankh-Amiin is another (Carter, pp. 106 if.). 

18 For example, at Dahshur (De Morgan, I, pp. 99, 113, pI. XXVIII) and at Lisht (Mace and Winlock, pp. 21,72, pI. 

XXVI; Mace, Bull., 1922, p. 8, fig. 5). 

19 De Morgan, II, p. 53, no. 8; shown in position in fig. 105. Only one clasp is mentioned, but there are 16 bars. 

20 The record is not immediately obvious. De Morgan, I I, p. 55, mentions six bead bracelets on the arms and "d la 

saignee du bras" a bead bracelet and one of solid gold. Legrain (ibid., p. 60) lists the gold bracelet as no. 13 and ten 

bead bracelets, nos. 12, 14-16. I suggest that the three extra bead bracelets in Legrain's list consisted of one on the 

other upper arm, balancing the one mentioned by De Morgan, and two on the ankles. De Morgan might have for

gotten to mention the other upper arm, but he could not have been three bracelets out in his count on the arms. The 

anklets were probably two of the six under no. 15. 

"' De Morgan, I, p. 61, nos. 8-9, pI. XVI!; Vernier, 52019-19 bis. 

22 De Morgan, I, p. 66, no. 18; Vernier, 52020-1. 
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Mereret's were, like the others noted, narrower than her wristlets. An interesting point 

about Sit I:Iat-I:Ior's anklets is that they seem to have been strung with carnelian beads 

only. The stone beads of Mereret's are not mentioned. 

(14) Couchant-Lion Bracelets (Plate XII A)23 

Four couchant lions of gold, with single thread holes, were found with the jewelry in 

the compartment at the far end of the first casket. No data on their stringing were dis

covered in situ, but it should be recalled that in their vicinity were found the majority 

of the minute gold, turquoise, and carnelian beads. 

One pair of lions are soldered onto bases 20 mm. long and 7.5 mm. wide; the other 

onto bases 17 mm. long and 7 mm. wide. All four bases are square in front and round

ed behind, as is usual with those of sphinxes. The thread holes pass longitudinally 

through the lions, just above the bases. The tails, all curling over the right flanks, 

were made separately and soldered in place. The bodies, with legs and heads in one, are 

hollow and of metal so thin that there are holes through to the surface in places. As 

Petrie suggested, the lions themselves may have been cast from eire perdue since they 

are all from different originals and have variations not entirely due to the finishing done 

with a graver. 

In spite of their minor differences, the four lions are obviously to be regarded as 

pairs. The two larger are excellently modeled and clearly the work of one man. The 

smaller pair is slightly cruder. 

(15) Couchant-Lion Bracelets (Plate XII A)24 

Of the lions with double thread holes two had been placed in the first and two in the 

fourth casket. A few of the minute beads with the la~ter remained in position and showed 

that behind one of the lions the two threads were strung with 7 turquoise, 3 gold, 5 

carnelian, and 3 gold beads - presumably repeating. The number of minute beads in 

this casket was small, and therefore the lions must have been strung on short threads. 

With them were found some of the gold square-knot clasps. 

These four lions are very similar to those just described (no. 14). They are, how

ever, less skillfully modeled, and they are smaller, the bases of one pair measuring 

23 M.M.A. 16.1.14, 15; Petrie, A.E., 1914, p. 99; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, p. 12, fig. 14; Brunton, pp. 25,26,32, pI. II. 

24 M.M.A. 16.1.12, 13; Petrie and Lythgoe as in the last note; Brunton, pp. 24, 25, 32, pI. Ill. 
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only 16 by 6 mm. and of the other 14 by 5.5 mm. Furthermore, the bases, although 

scarcely more than 1 mm. thick, are not simple plates but are built up of upper and 

lower sheets joined by side strips of gold to form hollow boxes. It is through these bases, 

and not through the lions themselves, that the threads pass. As in the case of the lions 

with single thread holes the larger pair are of the better workmanship. 

Brunton's data establish the facts that the lions came in pairs; that they were strung 

on minute gold, turquoise, and carnelian beads; that the strings were not long, because 

only a few such beads were discovered with the lions in the fourth casket; and that, in 

all probability, square-knot clasps (no. 21) were used with them. On the basis of these 

data he strung them in two pairs of bracelets - each with two lions facing each other 

- and we still show them essentially as he arranged them. 

The alterations which we have made are a consequence of the redistribution of the 

minute beads for the wristlets and anklets (nos. 12, 13). After arranging the latter as 

we have done, we had 260 mm. of gold beads (including the 36 which are 2 mm. long), 

178 mm. of turquoise, and 178 mm. of carnelian. I n stringing these beads we have fol

lowed in all cases the order, 7 green, 3 gold, 5 red, 3 gold, which Brunton found in the 

one instance. With the eight lions and four clasps the material available will make four 

bracelets, each 14.5 cm. in circumference. I n each of the double-strand bracelets we 

have introduced four pairs of gold beads soldered together, which with the lions and 

the clasps prevent the strands from spreading. Seven such pairs of beads were found, 

and an eighth, which had obviously broken apart, we resoldered.25 

Reconstruction of 
the bracelets 

The armlets of Ka-mose, AC~-~otpe, and Sebk-em-sa'f mentioned below are evidence Manner of wearing 

that lions, sphinxes, or even cats were considered appropriate motives for bracelets. 

Single or double strands of delicate beads are also known as jewels for the arms. CAshyet 

of the Eleventh Dynasty wore on each arm, just above the elbow, an armlet of two 

strands of minute silver beads,2G and I,<.en-Amun's lute girl of the Eighteenth Dynasty 

wore single strands of beads on her forearms above her wide wristlets.27 A length of 14· 5 

cm. would be too short to go around even Sit I:Iat-I:Ior Yunet's upper arm, and, unless 

the lion bracelets were longer, we must assume that she wore them on her forearms. 

Mereret had four such lions,28 the required number for a pair of armlets. Sit I:Iat- Similar bracelets 

25 Brunton used four in the lion bracelets and the other three in the anklets. 

26 Like her anklets, Vernier, 52759-60. See Winlock, Bull., 1921, p. 50. 

27 Davies, Ken-Amun, II, pI. x A. 

28 De Morgan, I, p. 66, no. 19, pI. XXIV; Vernier, 53096-9. 
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Bor, like Sit Bat-Bor Yfmet, had, I believe, eight,29 or two pairs of armlets. Single 

lions in silver are known from Middle Kingdom tombs,30 and many museums possess 

them in hard stone. By the Seventeenth Dynasty the fashion had changed somewhat. 

King Ka-mose wore on his right upper arm a pair of lions strung on a very stout cord, 

flanking his own cartouche, balanced on his left arm by his dagger, worn Nubian fash

ion.31 Queen ACI)-I)otpe's single armlet had the cord made of gold, and the lions flanking 

the cartouche were now sphinxes, and she, too, probably wore the ornament above her 

elbow.32 Related, in a way, is the bracelet of a Seventeenth Dynasty queen, Sebk-em

sa'f, with its rows of recumbent cats facing toward each other from opposite bars.a3 

(16-20) Five Motto Clasps for Armlets (Plate XIII A_B)34 

In the jewelry compartment of the first casket were found two small clasps (nos. 16, 

17) in the form of the hieroglyph Q (sben), meaning "Eternity"; and one (no. 18) 

composed of the signs ~ , meaning "Joy." In the fourth casket a clasp (no. 19) was 

found in the form $IL "All protection and life," and another (no. 20) , "The heart 

of the Two Gods is satisfied." 

All five clasps are small. The largest (no. 18) is only 20 mm. high, and the shortest 

(no. 16) no more than 12 mm. On the back each has a pair of tubes for the two ends of 

a string. One of these tubes is securely soldered to the back of the motto; the other is 

attached to a movable slide, which can be slipped on and off. On the smaller sben (no. 

16) the slide is a box with a groove in one side which slips over a T-shaped tongue on 

the motto until it is brought to a full stop by the fixed tube (fig. 4). In the other cases 

the movable tube is attached to a bar with aT-shaped tongue on the side, slipping into 

a groove in a fixed bar on the motto (fig. 4). The tubes are narrowed at their outer 

openings to hold knots in the ends of strings. 

The metal is in all cases gold, with cloisonne decorations on the front in carnelian, 

29 De Morgan, I, p. 61, no. 12, fig. 130, pI. XVII; Vernier, 53137. These are six lions IS mm. long, but another pair of 

identical size, which I believe came from this tomb, is in the Metropolitan Museum (26.7.1313, 1314; Winlock, 

Annales, C). 

30 Ayrton, pI. XII; Garstang, Burial Customs, p. 113, fig. 104. 

31 Winlock, f.E.A., p. 261, pI. XVII. 

32 Ibid., p. 254, pI. XVII. 

33 Burlington Club, p. IS, pI. L. 

34 M.M.A. 16.1.16-20; Petrie, A.E., 1914, p. 99; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, p. 12, fig. 13; Brunton, pp. 25-26, 34, 37, pIs. II, 

Ill, XIII, 10, II. 
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in dark blue paste to represeI\t lapis lazuli, and in green paste, now faded white, to rep

resent turquoise. 

None of these clasps were found associated with any beads at the time of their dis

covery. Petrie at first suggested that they were the clasps for the lion bracelets, but 

their number is not right either in the jewelry of Sit Bat-Bor Yunet or in that of Sit 

Bat-Bor and Mereret. Ijenmet had mottoes but no lions. Brunton suggested that they 

might have belonged on necklaces, but Sit Bat-Bor Yunet, at least, lacked necklaces 

on which they might have been worn. Furthermore, it is clear that they were for show, 

and if they had been worn on necklaces they would have been hidden under the hair at 

the back of the neck. In the end Petrie and Brunton strung them on single strands of 

small gold beads as bracelets. 

Our reconstruction of the wristlets, anklets, and lion bracelets leaves no beads at all 

for the mottoes, and, assuming that the arrangements of those jewels are correct, we are 

forced to the conclusion either that these mottoes 'Yere loose and unstrung when put in 

the tomb - as some of the square-knot clasps demonstrably were or that they were 

the sole decoration of armlets of plain cord, which had totally perished. The latter solu

tion of the problem is the one which we favor, and we have strung them on cords 20 cm. 

long, which would have gone around the arm above the elbow. 

Stringing of the 
clasps 

Such motto clasps were very fashionable in the mid-Twelfth Dynasty, and we find Similar motto 

Mereret with a set of six containing all Sit tlat-tIor Yunet's mottoes, and Ijenmet 

with a set of seven, differing only very slightly.35 Sit Bat-Bor had only one motto, "The 

heart of the Two Gods is satisfied," but she had an equally elaborate clasp of which the 

design was composed of lotus flowers draped over a tIat-Bor head, and of which the 

mechanism was similar to the motto clasps.36 

One of Ijenmet's three Q clasps is draped with knotted papyrus plants, and Mer

eret's Q has a row of rings below it for dangling strings of beads.37 Both Mereret and 

Ijenmet had the ~ motto, the former in three examples.3s Mereret had the ~ clasp, 

and I.Jenmet a pair of variants reading !f3, "All protection and life is around (thee)."39 

35 She had no "The heart of the Two Gods is satisfied" motto, but she had a m (De Morgan, II, p. 63, no. 29, pI. 

v; Vernier, 52955) and a pair of variants of "All protection and life." 

36 De Morgan, I, p. 60, no. 3, pIs. XV, XVI; Vernier, 53142. 

37 De Morgan, II, p. 63, nos. 31-33, pI. v; Vernier, 53077, 52922, 52957. De Morgan, I, p. 6S, no. 29, pI. xx; Vernier, 

53076. 

38 De Morgan, I, p. 6S, no. 30, pI. XIX; Vernier, 53079-SI. De Morgan, II, p. 63, no. 30, pI. v; Vernier, 52956. 

39 De Morgan, I, p. 6S, no. 32, pI. xx; Vernier, 530S3. De Morgan, I I, p. 63, nos. 34-35, pI. v; Vernier, 52914, 5295S. 
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Finally, both Mereret and Sit Hat-Hor had the IJC clasp,40 and still a third such clasp 

seems to have come from some one of the Dahshur treasures-perhaps ljenmet's.41 

(21) Square-Knot Clasps (Plate XIII C) 42 

Seven complete clasps, simulating square knots, and four halves of incomplete clasps 

were found, some in the first and some in the fourth casket. All are alike, stamped out 

of thin gold, soldered together, and, so far as mechanism goes, similar to the much larg

er girdle clasps (nos. 10, I I). Their sizes vary as follows: 

15 by IO mm. Four complete clasps: one now with the claw necklace (no. 9); one 

now with a lion bracelet (no. 14); two others not strung. 

13 by 9 mm. One complete clasp, now with a lion bracelet (no. 14); one grooved half 

of a clasp. 

12 by 7.5 mm. One tongued half of a clasp. 

IO by 7 mm. One complete clasp, now with a lion bracelet (no. 15); one tongued half 

of a clasp. 

9 by 6 mm. One complete clasp, now \vith a lion bracelet (no. 15); one tongued half 

of a clasp. 

Clasps not strung There is good reason for putting such clasps into the claw necklace and the lion brace-

Similar square
knot clasps 

lets, but there are no objects to which we can assign the two remaining complete clasps, 

and obviously the four odd halves cannot have been joined to anything when they were 

put in the tomb. Clearly Sit Hat-Hor Yunet's jewel caskets had long been in use, and in 

a perfectly natural way odd bits of broken jewelry had found their way into them. The 

point has its bearing on the mottoes (nos. 16-20) and perhaps on some of the Dahshur 

jewels. 

In addition to an elaborate clasp with flowers drooping from the square knot, Sit 

Hat-Hor had fifteen simple clasps like those from el Lahun.4S Mereret had twelve of 

them,41 and Ijenmet two.'s Senebtisi had a very similar clasp, except that it had tubes 

40 De Morgan, I, p. 60, no. 4, pIs. XV, XVI, and p. 68, no. 31, pI. XIX; Vernier, 53150, 53082. 

41 Winlock, Annales, N. 

42 Those not strung with other jewels are M.M.A. 16.1.52-57; Brunton, p. 34 (omitting two halves of clasps, 10 

mm. and 9 mm. long). 

43 De Morgan, I, p. 61, nos. 13-15, pIs. xv, XVI; Vernier, 53141. De Morgan's publications call for 29 simple square

knot clasps, but I have only identified 16J/, in Vernier, 52917-8, 53149, 53166. 

44 De Morgan, I, p. 66, no. 14. 

45 De Morgan, II, p. 65, no. 53. 
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projecting from the knot, as q fastening either for one of her necklaces or for a'bead 

armlet. 46 In Leyden there are two such clasps of unknown date and provenance.47 

Uses can readily be suggested for such clasps when they appear in limited numbers, Use of such clasps 

but when a single person has a dozen or more, explanations do not present themselves 

so readily. It is true that in the early Eighteenth Dynasty square knots of gold or semi-

precious stones were introduced as elements of double-strand necklaces, but they were 

not clasps.48 De Morgan's suggestion that those from Dahshur were strung in series 

seems to me improbable when it is considered that each and everyone of them could 

open independently. Solid units would have been simpler and more practical. In con-

junction with their numbers, their comparative cheapness should be considered, ham-

mered out as they were from dies. Numbers beyond all need for jewels and cheapness 

of workmanship suggest as a possibility that sometimes they were sewed on gar-

ments as catches, perhaps on the shoulder straps of light aresses. Perhaps the woman 

who had a supply of a dozen or more in her caskets used some on clothing and others on 

jewelry. 

THE FINGER RINGS 

(22,23) Pair of Inlaid Scarabs (Plate XII B-C)' 

The pair of inlaid scarabs was found near the outer end of the first casket as if 

they had been either in a possible top compartment of the box or in the end of the 

drawer near the bole 

The two scarabs undoubtedly should be considered as a pair in spite of minor differ

ences. Their bases are plain, smooth gold plates; their backs are gold cloisons inlaid 

with stone. No. 22 has a simple head of lapis lazuli; no. 23, one of pale green felspar 

carved with some elaboration. Each has the thorax of carnelian, differing slightly in 

shape, and the elytra striped with lapis lazuli and turquoise - no. 22 with stripes 

slightly wider than those of no. 23. The sides of both scarabs are also cloisonne work, 

46 Mace and Winlock, p. 62. figs. 31, 32, pIs. XXII, XXIII, XXVIII. If this clasp did not belong to one of the necklaces, 
it may have been on the bead armlet (ibid., pp. 21, 74, pI. XXVI A). 

47 Leemans, p. 70, G. 120-121. 

48 Schafer, Goldscbmiedearbeiten, no. 35. 

1l\JO. 22: Cairo, Livre d'entree 44921; Vernier, 52689. Reproduction shown in the Metropolitan Museum (31.10.10). 

No. 23: M.M.A. 16.1.24; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, p. 14, fig. 19. Both scarabs: Petrie, A.E., 1914, p. 99; Brunton, pp. 26, 

35-36, pIs. II, XI. 

2 See above, p. 14 and note 9. p. 16. 
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inlaid with carnelian and with dark blue and green (now white) paste. No. 22 is 16 mm. 

long and I I mm. wide; no. 23, 17 mm. long and IO mm. wide. Each is strung on a slen

der gold wire, no more than 0.5 mm. thick, the ends of which are wrapped around on 

each other to form a ring. 

(24,25) Two Lapis Laf.uli Scarabs (Plate XII D-EP 

The lapis lazuli scarabs were found lying inside the circlet of the crown, on the wig in 

the fourth casket. 

Strictly speaking they do not make a pair, although in length they are both 17 mm., 

in material they are both of lapis lazuli, and both are of a typical Middle Kingdom 

form. No. 25, however, is plain on the base and while of excellent workmanship is in no 

wise extraordinary, and the stone, although of good quality, is fissured. No. 24, on the 

other hand, is inscribed on the base with the throne name of Amen-em-~et I I I support

ed by the hieroglyph for "millions of years" and framed on either side by a threefold 

scroll (fig. 4). The carving is marvelous. The beetle stands partly clear of the base, cut 

through from side to side between the legs, and to facilitate stringing instead of the 

usual simple perforation a gold tube has been introduced from end to end. Another 

rare feature is that the free-standing, fan-shaped front of the head was carved out of a 

separate piece of stone provided with a tenon to fit into the head.' The material is a 

lapis lazuli of extraordinary clearness and evenness of color, with no visible trace of in

cluded minerals. 

Compared with Mereret's set of twenty scarabs," the Lihun set of four is modest. Sit 

Hat-l:Ior had at least five and perhaps nine.n Among the scarabs of both Sit l:Iat-tIor 

and Mereret were a pair of presentation scarabs with the names of the kings who gave 

them~Sit Hat-I~or's with the name of Se'n-vVosret III and Mereret's with the name 

of Amen-em-~et I I I. In addition each had scarabs with their own names, scarabs either 

with queenly titles or with conventional designs, and others uninscribed. Mereret had, 

like Sit Hat-Hor Yunet, a pair of inlaid scarabs. 

"M.M.A. 16.1.22.23; Petrie, A.E., If)14, p. f)!); Lythgoe, !Juil., 191!), p. 14, figs. 18,20; Brunton, pp. 24,36, pis. VII, x. 

4 This piece was found separated in the tomb and glued back in place at the time of discovery (ibid., p. 36). 

5 De Morgan, I, pp. 69-70, nos. 35-5.\, figs. 146-153, pIs. XIX, XX; Vernier, 52240-1, 52243-60. De Morgan has two 

nos. 35 on his plates, one of which is Vernier's 52257. Various confusions by one author or the other make some 

identifications doubtful. 

G De Morgan, I, p. 62, nos. 1!)-22, figs. 132-134, pI. XVI; Vernier, 52233-37. Four other scarabs which may come from 

this tomb, one inscribed with the name of Sc'n-Wosret III, are in the Mctropolitan Museum (Winlock, Annalcs, D-E). 
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Like the two inlaid scarabs from el Uihun, eleven of Mereret's twenty scarabs were 

on gold-wire finger rings. 7 Such of the scarabs as had no such ring doubtless were worn 

on the finger with a linen cord. The practice was a common one in ancient Egypt 8 and 

need not be taken as out of keeping with the rank of a princess, since the slender gold 

wires themselves were hardly more than threads and were all but invisible. In fact, the 

scarab finger ring had just originated in the Twelfth Dynasty with the use of a wire in

stead of a thread, and it was only in the Eighteenth Dynasty that rings, properly so 

called, were developed from these simple wires. At el Lihun and Dahshur the scarab 

rather than its setting was still the jewel, and that these scarabs were ornaments 

rather than seals is clear from the number of them which were uninscribed and from 

the very shallow engraving of those which bore inscriptions or devices. 

THE SETS OF JEWELRY 

The pectorals, the wristlets, and one of the scarabs name two donors of Sit I~Iat-Hor 

Yunet's jewelry~Se'n-Wosret II and Amen-('m-~et III. Petrie and Brunton" have 

suggested a division of the whole of the treasure between the two reigns, basing their 

selections, where no king's name appears, on the presence of paste inlays in some of the 

jewels and the comparative poorness or fineness of \vorkmanship in others. To Se'n

Wosret II they assign one pectoral (no. 7), the leopard-head girdle (no. 1 I), the an

klets (no. 13), a pair of lion armlets (no. 14), and the pair of inlaid scarabs (nos. 22, 

23) ; to Amen-em-~et I I I the large casket (no. I), the crown (no. 6), the other pectoral 

(no. 8), the cowrie gi rdle (no. IO), the wristlets (no. I2), a pair of lion armlets (no. 1 5), 

the motto armlets (nos. 16-20), and a lapis lazuli scarab (no. 24). Lythgoe approached 

the question from a somewhat different angle." While Mereret received a pectoral from 

Se'n-Wosret I I I, another pectoral, her wristlets, and two scarabs were gifts from Amen

em-~et I I I. This preponderance of the latter's name and the fact that l'vlereret \vas 

buried beside his pyramid suggested to Lythgoe that the greater part of Mereret's 

treasure dated from the reign of Amen-em-~et I I I. So many of Mereret's and Sit Hat

I:Jor Yunet's jewels being identical in design and workmanship, Lythgoe suggested that 

the greater part of the Uihun treasure was likewise of the same reign. 

7 De Morgan, I, pp. (io-70, nos. 35, 37-.i1, 4J, .jI), 52-54. NOlle of the scarabs of Sit l)at-I:Ior in Cairo are on rings, but 

the four scarabs in the 1\1etropolitan :Y1.uscum (see last note) which may come from hcr tomb are all on rings. 

8 For a rc(cntIy published example found by the M use:.Jl11's Expedition: Winlock, Bull., If)32, p. 22, fig. 14. 

1 Brunton, p. 42 . " Lythgoe, Bull., H)IC), pp. 22-24. 
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On the whole this last line of reasoning appears to me to be valid. We may assume 

that with age the rank of Sit tlat-I:Ior Yunet in the royal family increased and that such 

jewels as the crown were more appropriate to her in the reign of Amen-em-~et I I I than 

in that of Se'n-Wosret I I. Like the pectoral and the wristlets of Amen-em-~et I II the 

crown has paste for its inlays, and so far we are in agreement with Petrie. The leopard

head girdle is otherwise only known from the similar example of Mereret's, in all prob

ability of the reign of Amen-em-~et I I I. Mereret's claw necklace is also almost identical 

with Sit I:Iat-I:Ior Yunet's, and the combination of amethyst bead girdle and necklace 

suggests that they belonged together and were worn together. If Sit I~Iat-I:Ior Yunet's 

leopard-head girdle and claw necklace were gifts from Amen-em-~et I I I they may have 

been intended for wear with his pectoral necklace, which also contained amethyst beads. 

In fact the amethyst beads of all three jewels are of the same unusual rich dark color 

and all may well have come from the same source. The wristlets bear the name of Amen

em-~et I I I and one of the lapis lazuli scarabs repeats it once again. 

Thus we have reasons for the most part convincing-for assigning to the reign of 

Amen-em-~et III the crown (no. 6), a pectoral necklace (no. 8), the claw necklace (no. 

9), the leopard-head girdle (no. 1 I), the wristlets (no. 12), and one, if not both, of the 

lapis lazuli scarabs (nos. 24, 25). They could all have been worn at one time and may, 

perhaps, be taken as a set. 

For Sit I:Iat-I:Ior Yunet's youth, in the reign of Se'n-Wosret II, we have his pectoral 

and perhaps the cowrie girdle, but in the case of the latter we have no way of setting a 

date other than the facts that it is not needed in the assumed Amen-em-~et set and 

that it makes a most harmonious color scheme with the Se'n-Wosret pectoral. 

Undatable jewelry There is no possible way of telling when Sit I:Iat-IJor Yunet acquired the remaining 

small objects her anklets, lion and motto armlets, and inlaid scarabs (nos. 13-23). 

\Ve have no right to assume, merely because the earlier pectoral is better than the later, 

that there was a consistent degradation in goldsmith's work throughout the dynasty, 

and that we may date, as Petrie does, one pair of lion armlets earlier than the others 

because they are more skillfully made. Nor have we a right to assume that the use of 

paste for semiprecious stones was an innovation of the reign of Amen-em-~et I I I, and 

that all jewels employing paste belong to that period. Sit IJat-I:Ior Yunet lived through 

the thirty-eight years of the reign of Se'n-Wosret I II, and in all probability she re

ceived gifts from him as well as from his predecessor and his successor. In this respect 
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it must be remembered that>!many of her jewels are very similar to those which Se'n

\Vosret I II gave to Sit I:Iat-I:-Ior. 

Among the boxes, and the toilet articles described in the next chapter, only the first 

casket is definitely datable and that to the reign of Amen-em-~et I I I. Again, there is a 

probability that he was the donor of the larger part of Sit IJat-I:Ior Yunet's belongings, 

most of which appear to have been new at the time of her death. Razors and whet

stones (nos. 27-29) wear out and are not long preserved in use. The obsidian jars (nos. 

3 1-34) show very little sign of wear, and the alabaster jars (nos. 35-42) seem to be pri

marily funerary. In the case of the mirror alone (no. 26) this argument is not convinc

ing. Such a magnificent object would have been treasured throughout a lifetime and 

may have been given to Sit I:Iat-I:Ior Yunet by anyone of the three kings under whom 

she lived. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE TOILET ARTICLES 

F OR her toilet Sit IJat-IJor Yunet possessed a mirror (no. 26), a shaving set (nos. 

27-29), a small dish, perhaps for rouge (no. 30), a set of cosmetic and eye-paint jars 

(nos. 31-34), and another set of jars, for ritual ointments and oils (nos. 35-42). The 

toilet implements, other than the jars, were all found neatly piled together in the near 

end compartment of the first jewel casket, and Brunton gathered the impression that 

they had been wrapped in linen when they were placed there! One can still see traces 

of cloth on the surface of the mirror at least, and if the implements were not wrapped 

as Brunton suggests, perhaps the mirror and razors were in the sheaths which the coffin 

pictures show were customarily provided for their protection.2 

THE MIRROR 

(26) Tbe Mirror (Plates XIV, XV P 

The mirror lay across the box that is, lengthwise of the compartment-on top of 

the razors. 

It is a magnificent object, large and heavY-28 cm. In height and weighing 780 

grams (about I lb. I I Yz oz.). The reflector is a thick, elliptical silver disk, slightly 

wider than it is high, with a tongue embedded in the handle below. The latter consists 

essentially of a conventionalized papyrus plant with a head of the goddess IJat-IJor in

troduced between the stalk and the umbel. The last two elements are of polished black 

obsidian. The top of the umbel is covered with a plate of electrum, the edges of which 

are turned down and let into the stone around its upper border. On each side of the 

handle between the lower border of the umbel and the forehead of the Ijat-IJor faces 

there is a cavity in which there must once have been the bosslike head of the rivet 

1 Brunton, p. 26. See above under (1) First Jewel Casket. 

2 Jequier, p. 127, figs. 340-344, p. 135, figs. 365-370. 

1 Cairo, Livre d'entree 44920; Brunton, p. 36, pI. XI; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, fig. 15; Vernier, 52663; reproduced, pI. XIV, 

from a replica in the Metropolitan Museum (31.10.9). Very detailed dimensions are given by Brunton and Vernier 

and need not be repeated here. 
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passing through the tongue"of the mirror. 2 The two IJat-IJor faces - identical on both 

sides of the mirror - and their four ears were cast separately in gold and soldered to

gether. The eyebrows are of lapis lazuli, the lids of silver, the eyeballs of white stone, 

and the pupils tinted and covered with quartz-crystal. Serving as collar to the IJat-IJor 

heads and as binding to the papyrus stalks are four bands of gold cloisonne inlaid with 

carnelian, lapis lazuli, and a green paste now faded to white. The leaves at the base of 

the stalks, finishing the handle at the bottom, are of similar workmanship. Four bands 

of carved and chased gold are inlaid into the handle between the tops of the leaves and 

the collar. They have the effect of bands of plaited gold wire, but on a close inspection 

they prove to be solid strips engraved with minute stripes, alternatingly smooth and 

grained. 

In Middle Kingdom tombs mirrors are among the commonest objects found, and 

mirrors customarily figure among the more or less magic equipment of the dead cata

logued and illustrated in the coffin decorations.3 Those so shown, as well as those which 

have been found, were often of copper; better, they were of paler bronze or even of 

gold; and, best of all, they were of silver-for, aside from the fact that silver was the 

most costly of all metals in the Middle Kingdom, its lighter color gave the clearest re

flection. Naturally the members of the royal families had in their equipment the rare 

mirrors of silver. Sit IJat-IJor had such a silver mirror, with the handle mounted in 

gold. 4 Mereret had at least three mirrors, one with a IJat-IJor handle and two with 

leopard-headed handles, but as the handles themselves were of wood nothing is left 

except their fittings.5 It is obvious, however, that they were very like the handle of the 

Uihun mirror. 

The early history of the mirror is obscure." Metal reflectors were probably unknown 

before the dynastic period, and our knowledge of those in the earliest dynasties is of 

. ~ Such rivet heads are frequently seen on mirrors, but they are often false, there being no actual rivet pin pass

ll1g through many of the mirrors on which they appear. 

3 jequier, pp. 132 ff. 

4 ?e .Morgan, I, p. 62, no. 24. I have not been able to trace this in either Benedite or Vernier. De Morgan gives no 
deSCriptIOn. 

s ~h~ ~lements are descr~bed with considerable confusion in De Morgan, I, pp. 67, 68, 72, nos. 21-24, 26-28, 70. 

Cf. Benedlte, 44082-98; Vermer, 53100-1, 53104-10, 53155, 53161-2, 53178. At my request Brunton kindly examined the 
elements existing in the Cairo Museum in 1932 and found that he could make up three satisfactory mirrors. This 

leaves two papyrus ends over (Vernier, 53108, 53162), which suggested to Brunton that there may have been some 

mixing of De Morgan's finds. 

6 Bcncdite, pp. iff.; Petrie, Objects oj Daily Use, pp. 28 If.; Schafer, ii. Z., pp. 3-4. 
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the scantiest. The most primitive mirrors would seem to have had an oval shape most 

easily described as being like the silhouette of an inverted pear, with the major diam

eter the vertical one. In the course of the Old Kingdom they became first circular, then 

most frequently oval with the major diameter horizontal, consciously or unconscious

ly representing the conventional Egyptian sun's disk. No mirrors with handles have 

survived from the Old Kingdom, but the Middle Kingdom coffin pictures must repre

sent the accepted type of the late Old Kingdom, and they invariably show the mirror 

handles in the conventional form of a papyrus plant with the widespread umbel at the 

top to serve as a guard for the user's hand.' 

Most mirrors found in Middle Kingdom graves are of this type. The innovations 

which we see at Dahshur and el Uihun are the introduction of the head of the goddess 

Uat-tfor, the patroness of women at their toilets and in their loves and their confine

ments, and of the head of the leopard, which we have seen there is reason to believe had 

some now obscure connection with women's adornment. s The first appearance of the 

I)at-I)or head is at Thebes on a mirror of Princess Amfmet's in the Eleventh Dynasty.9 

This first experiment with the features of IJat-tlor carved in the papyrus umbel was 

rather inept and soon gave way to the better-balanced scheme of the L'ihun and Dah

shur mirrors with the head below the umbel a design which was destined to remain 

popular for centuries. 

SHAVING SET 

(27) Gold-bandIed Rarors (Plate XIV)' 

Sit tfat-tlor Yunet possessed a pair of large gold-handled razors, which lay edge to 

edge across the end compartment of the first caskee While their gold handles were in

tact when discovered, their blades were far too corroded for cleaning, and as the razors 

are now exhibited, the blades have been reconstructed of an alloy identical with the 

originals and to dimensions very closely approximating theirs. 

Analysis" of the mineralized blades indicates that they had been fashioned out of a 

7 Jequier, figs. 357-359, 365-370. I omit from consideration here the mirrors regarded as purely magical or religious 
objects and therefore mounted on the divine "perch." 

8 See above, pp. 42-43. 

9 Benedite, 44035. 

1 M.M.A. 16.1.29, 30; Brunton, p. 37, pI. x; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, fig. 12. 

2 Brunton, p. 26, pI. XI!. 

3 See below, Appendix, p. 74. 
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10 per cent copper-tin bronze. 'The handles were of gold of over 20 carat fineness, each 

made up of five thin, wrought pieces so skillfully soldered together that the seams can 

only be detected with difficulty. Into these handles fitted the narrow tangs of the blades, 

embedded in a cement of which the base was pO'vvdered limestone 4 and the binder was 

beeswax in one case and resinous pitch or balsam in the other, in both cases doubtless 

thinned with a volatile oil medium which has since disappeared. 

A superficial examination of the corroded blades gave a very fair idea of their orig

inal shape, but the far more accurate profiles obtained by Arthur Kopp have been used 

in making the reconstructions. The densities of the mineral in its present condition and 

of the original metallic alloy being known, factors were calculated by which the present 

thicknesses could be reduced to the original. Wherever there was no obvious loss by 

scaling away from the surface, caliper measurements 'were taken on the mineralized 

blades, and these reduced by the factors gave sufficiently accurate sections for both 

blades (fig. 5). 

The two reconstructed razors are each abou t 17 cm. long and weigh from 175 to 190 

grams (about 60 oz.). Hammered cold out of lO per cent copper-tin bronze and then 

ground as the originals were, they can be kept reasonably sharp if frequently honed. 

I-laving a wide, curved cutting edge on one side these razors must have been used with 

a sweeping motion, to which their comparatively heavy weight would have added a 

great deal of efficiency. The small handles are only large enough for two or three fin

aers and it is obvious that the user's thumb and forefinger grasped the blunt-edged b , 

lower part of the bronze blade while shaving. 

(28) C !Jisel Rarors C 

A pair of narrow razors lay across those \vith gold handles." Being of bronze, they 

again were hopelessly corroded, and the original shape would scarcely be evident now 

were it not for one of Mereret's razors which is obviously of the same type (fig. 5). 

They are chisel-like, with a narrow cutting edge across one end. The handle and 

blade were hammered out of one piece of bronze, the whole implement having been at 

least 12 cm. long, as nearly as one can now judge. Each handle had a sloping side to 

·1 There was iron present, which may indicate a coloring of the cement with yellow ocher, or may be merely an im

purity. See below, Appendix, p. 74. 

r. M.M.A. 16.1.]1, ]2; Brunton, p. 37, pI. Xl. 

6 Ibid., p. 20, pI. XII. 
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accommodate the thumb and ended in a small knob to fit in the palm of the hand. In 

this type of razor the narrow cutting edge was obviously designed to be pushed along 

the surface of the skin. 

(29) Wbetstones (Plate X/Vr 

There is no record of where the two whetstones were found. but we need have little 

hesitation in assuming that they were with the razors in the first casket. 

They are regularly formed sticks of very fine-grained, indurated white sandstone, 83 

mm. and 78 mm. long and in section 15 by 10 and 12 by 7. There is no difference in their 

surfaces or textures. 

Mereret had a shaving set which consisted of a whetstone and two razors - one of 

each of the razor types found in Sit I~Iat-Ijor YOnet's jewel caskee It-en-~ab , a wom

an buried at Harageh in the Twelfth Dynasty, likewise had a razor of each type .!' If 

we are to credit the pictures in the coffins, razors came commonly in sets of from two 

to four, packed neatly in sheaths or wooden cases. 'O 

The razors from el LihOn are typical of the Middle Kingdom. The origin of the gold

handled razor is to be seen as early as the Third Dynasty, when it had a broad, spatula

shaped blade, with one edge sharpened, and a handle not unlike those on the LihOn ex

amples. ll By the Middle Kingdom the implement had been specialized and improved. 

The now projecting, convex cutting edge was not only handy in shaving, but it could 

be sharpened repeatedly before it was ground entirely out of shape. Such razors were 

used throughout the Middle Kingdom and only disappeared in the New Kingdom.12 

Just before the Eighteenth Dynasty a combination razo r appeared 1"_ a long narrow 

, M.M.A. 16.127,28; ibid., p. 26, pI. XII. 

S Dc Morgan, I, p. 71 , nos. G6-67, figs. 156, 157, 159 ; Vernier, 5]113-5 · 

9 Engelbach , p. 16, pis. XV, XXIII. 

10 J equier, pp. 124 ff.; Reisner, Kerma, IV, pp. 180 fT. 

11 Quibeli, pp. 33-34, figs. 14, 15; Reisner, /Juli., 1 ~)27, p. 26, and 1929, figs. 10-11 (Tomb of I.Ictep-l:ter-es); Petrie, 

Tools, pI. l.X I, 21, 22. A survival into the XII Dyn. is in Chassinat, pI. XXIII, ]. 

12 For the Middle Kingdom: jequier, p. 124, figs. 33 1, 332; Peet, pI. IX , 22; Reisner, Kenna, IV, p. 180, pI. 49; 

Petrie, Diospolis, pI. XXXII, 33, 34; Petrie, Tools, pI. I.XI, 2], 24· For the early XV III Dyn.: Garstang, Arabab, pI. XVI ; 

Maci ver, p. 161, pI. 63,10325 A; Reisner, Arcb. Survey, pI. 65, c, 3- these last two from Nubia. 

1 3 The type is very common in museums a nd in publications. An example found with one of the earlier type in a 

tomb of the X III to XVI II Dyn. is in Petr ie, Diospolis , pI. XXX II , 31. Three examples from the Theban cemeteries of 

the XV I I or the early XVIII Dyn. are in Petrie, Qurne/) , pI. xxv; Carnarvon and Carter, p. 72, pI. LXV I (M.M.A. 

26.7.837 s); and an unpublished example from the Birabch (M.M.A. 12.1 82.7). 
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instrument with a convex edge at one end and a chisel edge at the other-and this 

rapidly ousted the broader Middle Kingdom type from use. At the same time the 

Uihun type of chisel-edged razor underwent a remarkable transformation. In the Eight

eenth Dynasty the blade became very broad, and the handle either became broad with it 

or was sharply hooked. As a further improvement a horn was provided projecting from 

one side for the fingers, as the blade was now too broad to be gripped conveniently, and 

such was the commonest razor from the Eighteenth Dynasty onward.14 

The Middle Kingdom whetstones from Lisht are of the same rectangular type as 

those from el Uihun. 1G For the combination razors of the early Eighteenth Dynasty a 

triangular-shaped stone was usuaL'6 

TOI LET VASES 

(30) Small Silver Rouge Dish (Plate XVI A), 

In the compartment with the rest of the toilet articles lying, in fact, between the 

handles of the two large razors (no. 27 )-was found a small, shallow silver saucer, 35 

by 34 mm. wide, and only 5 mm. deep (fig. 5). The shape is that of the 0 (shen), which 

we have already found among the armlets, the circular, concave dish proper having sol

dered to its edge a thin silver frame which makes the outline of the hieroglyphic sign. 

The material is an impure silver containing perhaps as much as 15.2 per cent of copper. 2 

Such a minute saucer might serve a number of uses on a dressing table. Its possible 

use as a receptacle for a pinch of rouge occurs to one immediately, for the smooth con

cave surface of the dish would lend itself excellently to dipping rouge out with the fin

ger tip. 

Small silver saucers were part of the toilet equipment of both Mereret and Sit Hat

Hor. The first 3 had a very similar dish, in the shape of a cartouche CJ (derived from 

the 0), of almost exactly the same width as the dish from el Uihun. Sit Hat-tlor's 

small silver dish differs somewhat in type but maintains comparable dimensions. 4 

14 The whole transition can be seen in Petrie, Tools, pI. LXI, 65, 74-79, and Garstang, A rabal;, pI. XVI. 

15 M.MA 15.3.858,859. 

16 Such stones accompany the three razors from the Theban cemeteries mentioned above, note 13. 

1 M.M.A. 16.1.21; Brunton, pp. 26, 37, pI. XI; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, fig. 12. The nature of this object has heretofore 

been a puzzle, but the present solution that it is a saucer has been confirmed by cleaning. 

2 See below, Appendix, p. 74. 

3 De Morgan, I, p. 70, no. 57, fig. 154; Vernier, 53102. 

4 De Morgan, I, p. 62, no. 26, fig. 135; Vernier, 53135. 
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(]I-34) Obsidian Cosmetic jaJ;s (Plate XVI A)5 

We have seen that the four gold-mounted obsidian cosmetic jars had been placed in 

their own compartmented box (no. 3) on top of the first jewel casket. Three of them 

were beaker-shaped jars for unguents, and the fourth was a squat pot for black eye 

powder - kohl. 

All four jars were fashioned with incomparable skill (fig. 5). The material is a flaw

less black obsidian ground to a soft, lustrous finish. The height of the three beakers 

with their lids is 86 mm., the diameter of the tops 67 mm., and of the bottoms 44 mm., 

and so carefully were these jars turned that in no case does any dimension vary more 

than I mm. from the mean. The kohl pot is 27.5 mm. high with its lid, 35 mm. in diam

eter across the top, and 40 mm. across the middle. In all four cases the edges of the lids 

and the lips and the bottom edges of the jars are incased in gold. The metal was cut 

from a stout sheet not a gold leaf and very painstakingly burnished on the stone 

until it fitted snugly and had sharp, crisp edges and an admirably smooth surface. 

Ohsidian cosmetic 
jars (nos. 31-34) 

Although very little was left of the contents of the jars when they were examined in The cosmetics 

New York, there was enough to get a fair idea of what they had been used for original

ly. One of the beakers held an organic matter with which was combined 26.8 per cent 

of iron oxide. This had obviously been rouge, with a base probably of vegetable or tal

low grease, containing some gum-resin perhaps, and red ocher as coloring matter. An

other beaker contained a gum-resin similar to myrrh, mixed into which were small 

splinters of a wood which was, doubtless, originally aromatic. The third beaker con

tained a practically pure resin. These last two were, therefore, perfume jars. The 

fourth jar-the little squat kohl pot-was of a form which leaves no doubt that it 

contained powder for application to the edges of the eyelids and eyelashes, since its 

mouth was only wide enough to admit the little blunt-ended rod with which kohl was 

put on. Analysis of its contents shows that the material was a mixture of iron oxide (in 

this instance doubtless the black oxide) and earth.G 

The shapes of the cosmetic jars of Sit Hat-Hor Yunet are so typical as scarcely to 

need comment. Jars of these forms are among the commonest finds in Middle Kingdom 

cemeteries, and endless examples might be cited,7 but no single set of greater perfection 

5 M.M.A. 16.1.33-36; Brunton, pp. 26, 36, pI. IX; Lythgoe, Bull., 1919, fig. 16. 

B Lucas, p. 147, mentions a variety of kohl made of "clay colored with black oxide of iron." 

7 For instance, the contemporary and almost identical gold-mounted obsidian jar from Byblos on the Syrian coast 

(Virolleaud, p. 284, pI. LXVII). 

Similar cosmetic
jar sets 
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than that of Sit I:Iat-I:Ior Yiinet has yet been discovered. Mereret had seven jars of 

costly materials-five beaker-shaped obsidian ointment jars like those of Sit I:Iat-I:Ior 

Yiinet (but only two of them mounted with gold) and two squat kohl pots similar to 

the one from el Uihiin except that they were of unusual materials, lapis lazuli and car

nelian.s In addition, Mereret had a second, cheaper series of alabaster jars, consisting 

of seven beakers, of ill-assorted sizes, and one kohl pot." I t can scarcely be said that any 

of Mereret's collection of jars constituted a "set." Sit l:Jat-l-)or's toilet vessels were like

wise of alabaster, but her six beakers and two kohl pots were of such uniform size that 

they obviously were made to be used together. '° 

(35-42 ) Alabaster Jars for Ritual Oils (Plate XVI Bl' 

The eight oil jars were found, as has been described above, in the second casket. The 

jars in the set are of the typical beaker shape, made of finely grained alabaster, very 

well matched. The heights average 95 mm., the diameters of the lids, 65 mm., and of the 

bottoms, 42 mm., and, while not quite so uniformly made as Sit I;Iat-I)or YCmet's ob

sidian jars, no jar varies from the average by more than 5 mm. (fig. 5)· They had been 

filled with their appropriate oils when they were placed in the tomb, and the way in 

which the box containing them had stood slightly tilted on the sloping lid of the first 

casket could be seen by the traces left of the solidified oils. In two cases this solidified 

residue had survived the subsequent floodings of the tomb as a pale pinkish deposit, 

which on analysis proved to have been a gum-resin. 

In the Middle Kingdom it was usual to have a set of eight jars of alabaster of the 

shape of those from el LAhiin.'2 A box with these eight oil jars was customarily buried 

with the members of the royal family at Dahshiir, but in no case was the box as rich 

as that of Sit tIat-J3or Yiinet. In every case it was of plain wood, sealed with a cord 

over two knobs at one end. Inside there was a tray with two rows of round holes, into 

k De Morgan, I, pp. 70-71, nos. 58-62, pis. XIX, xxv; Bissing, Cat. gen. 

" De Morgan, I, p. 71, nos. 63, 64; Bissing, Cat. gen. 18766-71, 18780. Were the beakers only of uniform size, I should 

suggest that they were a set of ritual oil jars. 

]0 De Morgan, I, p. 63, nos. 27, 28, figs. 136, 137; Bissing, Cat. gen. 18782-9. 

11 M.M.A. 16.1.37-44; Brunton, pp. 25, 37, pI. IX; Lythgoe, Bull., 19 19, fig. 17· 

12 Nub-J:!etepty-hred: De Morgan, I, p. 110, figs. 260-262; Bissing, Cat. gen. 18722-9. Ita: De Morgan, I I, p. 49, fig. 

108; Bissing, Cat. gen. 18643-50. Ijenmet: De Morgan, II, pp. 56,68, fig. 110; Bissing, Cat. gen. 18652-9, 18661 (this 

ninth jar, although found in the box, does not belong to the set). Ita-weret: De Morgan, II, p. 74; Bissing, Cat. gen. 

18641(?), 18662-8. Sit l:Iat-I:lor Meryet: De Morgan, II, p. 76, fig. 126; Bissing, Cat. gen. 18669-76. 
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which fitted the alabaster jars as in a crate. '3 As we have seen, the box from el LAhiin 

never could have had this arrangement inside, and therefore it would seem to have 

been a jewel casket impressed into this service. 

On the eight jar lids were often written in black ink the names of the seven aromatic Ritual oils 

oils which were ordinarily listed among the perfumes and fumigants for the anointing 

of the dead before the funeral meal 14 : (I) Festival Scent; (2) ljekenu Anointing Oil; 

(3) Syrian Balsam; (4) Nekhenem Oil; (5) Anointing Oil; (6) Best Cedar Oil; (7) 

Best Libyan Oil. The eighth jar contained a material similar but apparently not ritu-

alistic. Ita's eighth jar was labeled bnr (?) - "Sweet Oil"; ljenmet's, ibr - "Salve"; 

Sit I:bt-J3or Meryet's, Cntyw-"Myrrh"; and Ita-weret's, tp.t Cntyw-"Oil of Myrrh." 

In Nub-~etepty-bred's set the eighth jar, since it did not contain one of the ritual oils, 

was a little squat ointment vase or kohl pot, without inscription. 

Being, by the Twelfth Dynasty at least, of a purely ritual character, these oils, 

salves, and ointments probably played no part in the toilet of the living, and Sit I:Iat

tIor YCmet's jars were in all probability part of her funeral furniture. Perhaps because 

another set of this kind may have been placed in her offering chamber 15 or perhaps be

cause this set was in what was actually a jewel casket, these jars alone of all her fune

rary paraphernalia were placed with her mundane jewelry in the recess. It is a notice

able fact that in the two jewelry recesses at Dahshiir- those of Mereret and Sit J3at

I:Ior- no ritual oil jars were found. 

13 Nub-J:!etepty-hred: De Morgan, I, p. 109, figs. 258, 259; Bissing, Cat. gen. 18721. Ita: De Morgan, II, pp. 49,55, 

fig. 105; Bissing, Cat. gen. 18642. Ijenmet: De Morgan, II, pp. 56,68; Bissing, Cat. gen. 18651. Ita-weret: De Morgan, 

I I, p. f4. Sit I:1at-I:10r Meryet: De Morgan, I I, p. 76. Part of one of the last two boxes is in Bissing, Cat. gen. 18660. 

14 If there ever were such labels on the jars from eI Uihiin, the flooding of the tomb would have obliterated all 

trace of the ancient ink. 

10 See above, p. 6. 
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APPENDIX 

CHEMICAL ANALYSES 

BY ARTHUR H. Kopp 

The following condensed results of analyses are given without attempt to indicate the special tech

niques required in many cases or to give all the technical information derived from chemical cleaning 

treatments and investigations: 

Jewel Casket 

Bronze Knobs (M.M.A. 16.1.50 A-C). See above, p. 13. 

Knob 16. I. 50 A was sacrificed for analysis; it was completely mineralized and found to have the fol-

lowing composition: 

Element 

Copper 

Tin 

Arsenic 

Lead 

Iron 

Calcium 

Silicon 

Chlorine 

Oxygen, water 

Per cent 

63.60 

2S8} 
1.01 

0.06 

0.3 1 

1.45,) 
0.15I 

11.46 

Balance 

Distribution 

Present Y3 as cuprite, % as atacamite 

rProbably originally present in the bronze 

~ as metals, although present in the mineral 

las mixed oxides or basic chlorides 

Present as oxide 

Probably derived from earthy matter 

Present as basic copper chloride, atacamite 

Bolt and Staple (M.M.A. 16.1.49). See above, pp. q, I fl. 

The probable composition of the original metal is found to be: 

Silver 64.5 per cent 

Copper 35.5 per cent 

This composition was arrived at by correlating the analysis of the silver bolt as cleaned, with analy

ses of the material removed in the cleaning process. By itself the analysis of the bolt as cleaned would 

have been entirely misleading, for corrosion had penetrated deeply, withdrawing most of the copper as 

mineral to the outer crust of corrosion products and leaving behind only 4.2 per cent copper, with 41.4 

per cent silver present as metal and 36-4 per cent present as silver chloride. 

(10) Cowrie Girdle 

Pellets within Gold Cowrie Shells (M.M.A. 16.1.5). See above, p. 38. 

The solutions used in dissolving away enough mineralized metal to free the pellets were analyzed: 

Silver 0-4000 gm. Present as silver chloride 

Copper 0.4020 gm. Present as cuprite, atacamite 
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This would indicate a composition of roughly half silver, half copper for the pellets. But for reasons 

discussed under the analysis of the ([) Bolt and Staple, it is quite likely that the original alloy con

tained considerably less copper than this. 

(27) Gold-handled Razors 

Mineralized Blades (M.M.A. [6.1.29 B, 30 B). See above, pp. 62-63. 

Per cent tin in mineral 

Per cent copper in mineral 

Oxygen, calcium, silicon, aluminum, iron, combined water 

Per cent tin in original alloy (calculated) 

Cements in Handles (M.M.A. [6.1.29A, 30A). See above, p. 63. 

/6.1. 2 9 8 

5·75 
52 .7 

Balance 

9.8 

16.1.308 

6.06 

48.0 
Balance 

[ 1.2 

In both cases the major ingredient was calcium carbonate, with some iron oxide and silica and small 

amounts of organic materials. The latter were of special interest; in [6.1.29 A it was beeswax, while in 

[6.1.30 A the binder was a balsam or pitch. Probably the cements were originally made plastic with a 

volatile solvent. 

(30) Small Silver Rouge Dish (M.M.A. [6.!.2[). See above, p. 66. 

The material removed in the cleaning process was analyzed, and it was found that silver and copper 

were present in the ratio: 

Silver 

Copper 

84.8 per cent 

15.2 per cent 

Present as silver chloride 

Present as copper minerals 

Probably the silver content of the original alloy was much higher, for reasons discussed under (I) 

Bolt and Staple. 

There were also present small amounts of silicon, iron, calcium, and aluminum oxides, taken up from 

surrounding earthy matter during the corrosion process. 

(31-34) Contents of Obsidian Cosmetic Jars (M.M.A. 16.1.33-36). See above, p. 67. 

As these materials consisted partly of organic and partly of mineral matter, ash determinations were 

carried out, as tabulated here: 

16·1.33 ·34 ·35 ·36 
Per cent ash 1.4 10.6 8.2 42.1 
Per cent iron in ash 99.0 26.8 7. 2 high 

Per cent calcium in ash nil 34A 30 . 1 high 

Per cent silica in ash trace 29.6 33·7 trace 

Examination of the organic materials was made on separate samples. Because of the small size of the 

samples, regular chemical techniques were unsuited for this purpose, and even special methods yielded 

incomplete information. The problem is the more difficult because the origins of most of the substances 

were probably vaguely defined mixtures like resins, gum-resins, and fats, and also because there is no 

information available as to how much alteration can be expected with extreme aging of such organic 

matter. 
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Condensed conclusions based op the evidence are as follows: 

Beaker (16.1.34). About half the sample was caked dust or silt, which was eliminated by 

hand picking. The other material was probably a pigmented paste cosmetic, as its rela

tively high ash contained 26.8 per cent iron oxide (rouge). What the organic material 
was is uncertain. 

Beaker ([6.1.35). One third was caked silt, which was sorted out. The remainder seems 

to have been a gum-resin, similar to myrrh. A few tiny splinters of ancient hardwood 
were included in this sample. 

Beaker (16.1.33). This material was a resin, 91 per cent alcohol-soluble, having values 

coming nearest East Indian anime resin, a type of copal or fossil resin. 

Kohl pot (16.1.36). This very small sample was largely mineral matter. The ash consist

ed chiefly of iron and calcium oxides. Originally the specimen may have been a pig
mented paste, but this is conjectural. 

(35-42 ) Alabaster Jars for Ritual Oils (M.M.A. 16·1.37-44). See above, pp. 68-69. 

Ash determinations were carried out as in the case of (31-34) Obsidian Cosmetic Jars: 

16.1.40 ,4 1 ·42 
Per cent ash 58 6 · 27·9 40A 
Per cent iron in ash 6 5 6 6 · . IQ4 

Per cent calcium in ash 83 3 6 · 75·9 7 ·9 
Per cent silica in ash low 10.2 11.7 

16.1.40 . Small sample, largely mineral matter. See ash figures. 

·44 
61.2 

8·7 

67·5 
low 

[6·1.41. Probably originally a gum-resin similar to olibanum (frankincense). Particles 

of calcite were present, probably derived from the alabaster vessel. The ash analysis 
also showed high calcium oxide. 

16.1.42. High in ash (see table). The organic part was evidently a resin or gum-resin, 

while the mineral matter was chiefly derived from the alabaster vessel and from silt. 

16·1.44- Small sample, very high in mineral matter derived from the containing vessel 

and from silt. From evidence at present available, it is not possible to state the nature 
of the organic matter. 
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Acacia seed, beads in form of, 37, 38, 41 
Adhesive, 31 
Alabaster oil jars, 19, 68-69 
Amen-em-tet Ill, king, 3, 4, 6, 14, 31, 33, 45, 56, 57-59 
Amethyst: beads, 30-36,40,41; inlay, 32 
Analyses, chemical, 73-75 
Anklets, 16,43-44; mode of wearing, 49 
Armlets, 16, 22, 36 n. 30, 43-47, 50-54; manner of wearing, 51 
Aromatic wood, 67 

Balsam, 63 
Bars of anklets and bracelets, 44, 47, 49 
Beads: acacia-seed, 37, 38,41; cylindrical, see references 

under Anklets, Bracelets, and Tubes; drop-shaped, 30-
33; spherical, 30-]6, 40 n.12, 41; soldered together, 34-36. 
5;ec also under Amethyst, Carnelian, Felspar, green, 
Garnet, Lapis lazuli, and Turquoise 

Beeswax, 63 
Berries, 29 
Black stone, inlay of, 13 
Bolt from box, 14, 1(j and n., 17,73 
Bosses, gold-plated, 20 
Box: for cosmetic jars (3), 19-21; for crown and wig (4), 

21-22; for jewelry (1), 12-17; for oil jars (2), 17-19,68-
69; for wig (5),22 

Bracelets, 16,22, 36 n. 30, 43-47, 50-54; solid gold, 46 n. 9 
British School of Archaeology in Egypt, disposition of 

finds by, v 
Bronze seal knobs, 13,20,22,73 

Carnelian: beads, 30-33, 37, 38, 40 n. 12, 43. 48. 50; inlay, 
13,24,31,32,45,4(j, 52, 55-56,61 

Castanets, 43 
Ca ts on bracelets, 5 I, 52 
Cement, (j3, 74 
Charms of one or more hieroglyphic signs, 12, 30, 32, 46, 

52-54 
Chasing, 31, 32 
Cire perdue casting, 37 n.4 
Clasps, 16,22. 35. 36 n. 30,38, 39,41,43 n. 29,44-48, 51- 55 
Claw: probably of hawk or vulture, 36; as ornament, 16, 

34-36 and notes 29 and ]0 
Clothing, red, ]1 
Colored woods, 18 
Copper-silver alloy, ]8 
Cosmetics, 67, 74; vessels for, 16, 66-68 
Cowrie shells. 37-41 
Crown, 21, 22. 24-29, 56; weight of, with wig, 26 

Dad-hieroglyphs on jewel box, 12. I] 
Dahshur treasures, 4, 17, 2] and n. 1, 24, 28, 29, 33-36, 38, 

40-42,43 n. 29, 46-47, 49-59, 61-(j6, 68-69; elements of, not 
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in Cairo, 29 n. 23,33 notes 9 and 11,35 notes 23 and 24, 
36 notes 26 and 27, 38, 52 n. 29, 54 and n. 41, 56 n. 6; 
publications on, xiii-xv; publications on, notation of 
errors and omissions in, 28 n. 23, 33 notes 9, 11, and 13, 
35 notes 23 and 24, 36 notes 26 and 27, 38 n. 8, 49 notes 
19 and 20, 54 n.43, 56 n. 5, 61 notes 4 and 5. 

Dating of objects, 48-49, 57-59 

Electrum, 36 n. 30, 60 
English museums offered treasure, v 
Eye, crystal, 8 and n. 16, 21 n.26 
Eye powder (kohl), 67 

"False doors" on boxes, 13, 18 
Felspar, green: beads, 30, 31, 33, 37, 38; inlay, 46, 55 
Fillet, 43 n. 29; history of, 26-28 
Fillets, royal, 28 and n. 19 
Finger rings, 56, 57; origin of, 57 
Flow(:'rs, 29. See also Lotus 

Garnet: beads, 40 n.12; inlay, 24, 31 
Girdles, 16,36 n.26, 37-43; manner of wearing, 37; pellets 

in, 38, 40 n. 13, 42, 73 
Gold: beading (molding), 18. 20; leaf, probably washed 

into tomb, 8 and n. 17 
Gum-resin, 68 

Hair, human, shown blue, 31 
1;lat-l:lor: heads of, 13, 14, 17,60-62; plumes attribute of, 26 
Hawks, plumage of, 31 
Ijenmet, princess, 4 and n. 6; jewelry of, 4,23 and n. 1,29,36, 

41,43 n. 29,46,49 and n. 16, 53, 54. 68 n. 12,69 and n. 13 
1;lor, king, 23 n. 1 

I nlay. See under Amethyst, Black stone, Carnelian, Fel
spar, green, Garnet, Lapis lazuli, Quartz-crystal, Silver, 
Turquoise, White stone 

I ron: oxide, 67; present in cement, 63 
Ita, princess, 4; jewelry of, 4, 23 n. 1, 46, 49 and n. 16, 68 

n. 12, 6g and n. 13 
Ita-weret. princess, 4; jewelry of, 4, 23 n. 1,68 n. 12, 69 and 

n.13 
Ivory: veneer, 12-14, 16-19; wands, 43 and n.30 

Jewelry: 23-59; am uletic, 23; funerary, 23 and n. 1; pic
tured in Middle Kingdom coffins, 23 

Knot clasps, 5,,)-55; possibly med on garments, 55 

Labels on oil jars, 69 
Lihun treasure: part retained 1I1 Egypt, \'; publication 

of, v, xiii-xvi 
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Lapis lazuli: beads, 30-}3, 38; inlay, 24,31, ,5,61; scarabs, 
22, 56 

Leopard's faces, 4I--B and n.29, 62 
Lily. See Lotus 
Lime,tone, powdered, in cement, 63 
Lions on armlets, I(), 50-52 
Lotus, 24-25, 27, 29 

.\1creret, queen, 4 and n.6, 33 and n. 10; jewelry of, 4, 17, 
2] and n. 1, 33 and n. 10, 36, ]8, 40, ·12, 43 n. 29, 46,50,51, 
53, 54, 56, 57-58,61,63,66,68-69 

Mirror reflectors, materials of, 61 
Mirrors, 16,43 n. 2(), 60-62; history of. 61-62 
:v1yrrh, 67, 69 

Nails of copper, 20-22; gilded, 20. 21. 22 
Necklaces, 16, 29-36, 43 n.29 
Nub-J:1etepty-~red, princess, .+: jewelry of, 4, 23 n. 1, (is 

n. 12, 6() and n. 13 

Obsidian in mirror handle, 60; toilet vessels, 19, 67-6S 
Ocher, 63 n. 4, 67 
Oil: jars for, 19, 08-()9; as thinning agent, ()3 

Oils, ritual, 69, 75 

Papyrus flower, 25, 29; plant, 60, ()2 
Paste imitation of semiprecious stones. 13, 24, 51, 45, 53, 

56,61 
Pectorals, 16,22. 29-3-L manner of wearing, 34 
Pitch. 63 
Plaster, 31 
Plumes, gold, of crown, 25, ;:0(, 

Quartz-crystal, inlay of, 61 

Rattles as clements of girdles. ;fl, _/0 n. 13, 42 
Razors, 16, 62-64. 74; cases for. (q: history of, (q, (i6 
Rivets, false, in mirrors. 6o-(J! 
Rosettes, 24, 29 
Rouge, 6ei. (l7 
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Saucer, silver, 16, 66, 74 
Scarabs, 16, 22, 33 n. 10, 39, 55-57; inlaid, 55-57; manner 

of wearing, 57 
Seal knobs, bronze, 13, 16, 20, 22, 73 
Se'n-Wosret I I, king, 3, 4, 6, 7, 29, 33, 57-SS 
Se'n-Wosret III, king, 3, 4, 33, 56 andn.6. J7-5<l 
Sham fights, 27 
Shells worn in girdles, 40-41 
Silver: band on box, 20, 21; beads, 51; bolt, sec Bolt from 

box; in bracelets, 46 n. 9; on braces of jewel box, 13, 17' 
claws, 36; frame for inlay, 13; inlay, (ll; mirror reflec
tor, 60, 61; saucer, 16, 66, 74; shells in girdle, 40 n. 12 

Sit 1~lat-I:lor, princess, 4; jewelry of, 4, 17,23 and n. 1, 33 
and n. 11, 35 and n. 24,36,38,46,49, 50, 51-52 and n.29. 
53, 54, 56, 57 and n. 7, 59, 61, 66, 68-69; name as abbrevi
ation for Sit l:Iat-lJor Meryet, 4 n.6 

Sit 1:lat-l.lor Meryet, princess, 4 and n.6; jewelry of,~, 
68 n. 12. ()9 and n. 13 

Sit l.Iat-l.ior Yunet, princess, 3-7, 26, and jlllssim; CanoplL 
jars of, 3 n. 2; funerary jewelry of. 2 ~ and n. 2: tomb 
of, 3, 5-11 

Skin, human, shown green, 31 
Splicing of gold circlet, 24 n.2 
Streamers, gold, on crown, 25 
Sun-disk: green, 31; red, 32 

Toilet articles, 23, 60-69 
Toilet vases, ()6-(~<J, 74 
Tubes, gold, from wig, 21, 24, 25 and n. 3, 2(), 2!) 

Turquoise: beads, 30, 4}. 48,50; inlay. 31, 5J 

U raells. 24, 26 

Wands, ivory, 43 and n. JO 
Whetstones, 16, 64, 66 
White stone, inlay of, I~, 61 
Wigs, 21, 28; history of decoration of, 2S-2(j 
Woods. See under Aromatic wood and Colored woolh 
Wristlets, J{i, 44-47: Old to New Kingdom. ,j()-47 

PLATES 



PLATE I 

A. (2) Jewel casket used for oil Jars. Scale 
about I : 4. See pp. 17ft. 

B. (I) Jewel casket. Scale about I: 4. See pp. 
12 ft . 

PLATE I 
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PLATE II 

(6) The crown. The reproduction of the ci relet 
as mounted on a wig in the Metropolitan 
Museum. The gold tubes on the wig in front 
are originals. Scale 2: 5. See pp. 24fT.; pIs. 
Ill, IV. 

PLATE II 



PLATE III 

(6) The crown. The reproduction of the circlet 
as mounted on a wig in the Metropolitan 
Museum. View from behind. The gold tubes 
seen here are all reproductions. Scale 2: 5. 
See pp. 24 fr.; pIs. II , IV . 

PLATE III 



PLATE IV 

(6) The crown. 'fhe original circlet in the Cairo 
M llseum. Scale [: 2; detail, scale I: I. See 
pp. 24 fL; pis. 11-111. 

PLATE IV 



PLATE V 

(7) Pectoral necklace of Se'n-Wosret Ii. Scale 
3: 4· See pp. 29 ff.; pI. VII A-B. 

PLATE V 



PLATE VI 

(8) Pectoral necklace of Amen-em-~et r I I. The 
necklace is the original; the pectoral is a re
production. Scale 3: 4· See pp. 3 [ ff.; pI. VII 

C-D. 

PLATE VI 



PLATE VII 

A-B. (7) Pectoral of Se'n-Wosret I I in the Metropolitan Museum, 
front and back. Scale I : I . See pp. 29 ff .; pI. v. 

C-O. (8) Pectoral of Amen-ern-bet I I I in the Cairo Museum, front 
and back. Scale! : !. See pp. 3 i ff.; pI. VI. 
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PLATE VIII 

PLATE VlI I 

( (0) Cowrie girdle. Scale 2: ,. See pp. 37 iT. 



PLArE IX 

(9) Claw necklace and ( I I) leopard-head gir
dle. Scale 2: 3. See pp. 34 fl., 4 I ff. 

PLATE IX 



PLATE X 

A. (12) Wristlets, clasped. Scale I: I. See pp. 
44 if.; pI. XI A. 

B. (13) Anklets, clasped. Scale I: I. See pp. 
47 if.; pI. XI B. 

PLATE X 

A 
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PLATE Xl 

A. (12) Wristlets, open. Scale 3 : 4. See pp. 
44ff.; pI. x A. 

B. (13) Anklets, open. Scale 3: 4· See pp. 47 ft.; 
pI. x B. 

B 

B 

PLATE XI 

A 
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PLATE XI I 

A. ('4, 15) Couchant-lion bracelets. Scale I : I. 

See pp. 50 ff. 
B. (22) Inlaid scarab. Scale I: I. See pp. 55 f. 
C. (2:3) I nlaid scarab. Scale I : I. See pp. 55 f. 
D. (24) Lapis lazuli scarab. Scale I : I. See p. 

56. 
E. (25) Lapis lazuli scarab. Scale I : I . See p. 

56. 

D 
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PLATE XI II 

A. ( 16-20) Five motto clasps for armlets, front 
view. Strung on modern cords. Scale I: I . 

See pp. 52 ff. 
B. Same, back view, showing the clasps half 

open. 
C. (21) Square-knot clasps. Scale 1 : I. See pp. 

54 f. 
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PLATE XIII 
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PLATE XIV 

(26) Mirror. Reproduction in the Metropolitan 
Museum. Scale 2: 3. See pp. 60 ff. ; pI. xv. 

(27) Gold-handled razors. Restored blades in 
the original handles. Scale 2: 3. See pp. 62 f. 

(29) Whetstones. Scale 2: 3. See pp. 64 f. 

PLATE XIV 



PLATE XV 

PLATE XV 

(26) Mirror. Original in the Cairo Museum. 
Scale 3: 4· See pp. 60 fr.; pI. XIV. 



PLATE XVI 

A. (30) Small silver rouge dish. See p. 66. 
(31-34) Obsidian cosmetic jars. See pp. 

67 f. Scale 1 : 2. 

B. (35-42) Alabaster jars for ritual oils. Scale 
1 : 2. See pp. 68 f. 

PLATE XVI 
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THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART 

PUBLICATIONS OF THE EGYPTIAN 
EXPEDITION " 

I. THE TOMB OF SENEBTISI AT L1SHT, by Arthur 
C. Mace and Herbert E. Winlock. xxii + 136 pp., 85 
ills., 36 pis. (4 in color). 4tO. 1916. Price in paper 
$8.00, in boards $10.00. 

II. THE MONASTERIES OF THE WADI 'N NATRON, 
PART I: NEW COPTIC TEXTS FROM THE 
MONASTERY OF SAINT MACARI US, by Hugh 
G. Evelyn White. xlviii + 304 pp., 28 pis. 4tO. 1926. 
Price in paper ~12.00, in boards $15.00. 

III THE MONASTERY OF EPIPHANIUS AT 
and THEBES, by W. E. Crum, H. G. Evelyn White, and 
IV. H. E. Winlock. 2 vols. Vol. I, xxvi+2So pp., 51 ills., 

35 pis.; vol. II, xvi + 390 pp., 17 pis. 4tO. 1926. Price 
per volume in paper $12.00, in boards $15.00. 

V. THE TOMB OF ~EN-AMON AT THEBES, by 
Norman de Garis Davies (plates in color by Norman 
de Garis Davies, H. R. Hopgood, and Nina de Garis 
Davies). 2 vols. Vol. I, X+74 pp., 71 pis. (8 in color), 
4to; vol. I I, viii pp., 7 pis. (6 in color), folio. 1930. 
Price in paper $30.00, in boards $35.00. 

VI. THE TOMB OF QUEEN MERYET-AMON AT 
THEBES, by H. E. Winlock (photographs by Harry 
Burton, plans by Walter Hauser, and catalogue by 
Charlotte R. Clark). xii + 100 pp., 26 ills., 47 pis. 4to. 
1932. Price in paper $10.00, in boards $12.00. 

VII. THE MONASTERIES OF THE WADI 'N NATRON, 
PART [I: THE HISTORY OF THE MONAS
TERIES OF NITRIA AND OF SCETIS, by Hugh 
G. Evelyn White (edited by Walter Hauser). xliv + 
500 pp., 8 pis. 4tO. 1932. Price in paper $15.00, in 
boards $17.50. 

VIII. THE MONASTERIES OF THE WADI 'N NAT RON, 
PART Ill: THE ARCHITECTURE AND AR
CHAEOLOGY, by Hugh G. Evelyn White (edited 
by Walter Hauser). xxxiv + 274 pp., IS ills., 93 pis. 
4tO. 1933. Price in paper $15.00, in boards $17.50. 

IX. THE TOMB OF NEFER-l:IOTEP AT THEBES, by 
Norman de Garis Davies. 2 vols. Vol. I, xx 86 pp., 
IO ills., 62 pis., 4to; vol. II, viii pp., 7 pis. (4 in color), 
folio. 1933. Price in paper $25.00, in boards $30.00. 

X. PAINTINGS FROM THE TOMB OF REKH-MI
REc, by Norman de Garis Davies. 26 pis. (20 in 
color). folio. (In press.) 

XI. THE TOMB OF REKH-MI-REc AT THEBES, by 
Norman de Garis Davies. 2 vols. 4tO. (In prepara
tion.) 

NOTE: Preliminary reports on the ,"XIlCOI1:lOn 

of 1915-1916 to 
tbe Ilul1etin 

ordered 
191()·I9 1 9, 
for the II 

ROIlB DE PEYSTER TYTUS MEMORIAL SERIES 

I. THE TOMB OF NAKHT AT THEBES, by Norman 
de Garis Davies (plates in color by L. Crane, Norman 
de Garis Davies, F. S. Unwin, and Nina de Garis 
Davies). xxvi + 84 pp., 12 ills., 31 pis. (II in color). 
folio. 1917. Price in paper $20.00, in boards $25.00. 

II THE TOMB OF PUYEMRE AT THEBES, by 
and Norman de Garis Davies (plates in color by N. de 
III. Garis Davies and H. R. Hopgood). 2 vols. Vol. I, 

xxii + 114 pp., I ill., 43 pis. (9 in color); vol. II, xii + 
104 pp., I ill., 36 pIs. (2 in color). folio. 1922-1923. 
Price per volume in paper $25.00, in boards $30.00. 

[V. THE TOMB OF TWO SCULPTORS AT THEBES, 
by Norman de Garis Davies (plates in color by Nor
man de Garis Davies, Nina de G. Davies, H. R. 
Hopgood, and Charles K. Wilkinson). xii + 80 pp., 
31 pIs. (12 in color). folio. 1925. Price in paper 
$2S.00, in boards $32.00. 

V. TWO RAMESSlDE TOMBS AT THEBES, by Nor
man de Garis Davies (plates in color by N, de Garis 
Davies, H. R. Hopgood, C. K. Wilkinson, Norman 
Hardy, and Nina de G, Davies). xx + 90 pp., 42 pIs, 
(!2 in color), folio. 1927. Price in paper $28,00, in 
boards $32.00. 

NOTE: The five volumes of the Tylus 1fcmorial Series may be pur
cbased for $100.00 in paper, $125.00 in boards, 

PUBLICATIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT 
OF EGYPTIAN ART 

l. BAS-RELIEFS FROM THE TEMPLE OF RA
MESES I AT ABYDOS, by Herbert E. Winlock. 56 
pp., 9 ills., 9 pIs. 4to, 1921. Price $3,50 (paper 
wrapper), 

II. TEN COPTIC LEGAL TEXTS, by A, Arthur Schiller. 
xiv + I04 pp., 7 pIs. 4tO. 1932. Price $4.00 (bound 
in paper), 

[[I, THE DECORATION OFTHETOMB OF PER-NEB: 
THE TECHNIQUE AND THE COLOR CONVEN
T[ONS, by Caroline Ransom Williams. x + 104 pp., 
20 pIs. (5 in color), 4to. 1932. Price $8.00 (bound in 
paper), 

IV. THE TREASURE OF EL LAHON, by H. E. Winlock. 
xvi + 84 pp., 5 figs., 16 pis. 4tO, 1934. Price $6.00 
(bound in paper), 

MISCELLANEOUS EGYPTIAN 
PUBLICATIONS 

THE STELA OF MENTHU-WESER, by Caroline L. Ran
som [Williams], 40 pp., 2 pis. Svo. 1913, (Out of print.) 

A HANDBOOK OF THE EGYPTIAN ROOMS [by Al
bert M. Lythgoe, Arthur C. Mace, Herbert E. Winlock, 
and Caroline Ransom Williams]. xxiv + 178 pp., 71 ills. 
8vo. 1916. (Out of print.) 

THE TOMB OF PERNEB [by Albert M. Lythgoe and 
Caroline Ransom Williams]. xii+So pp., 39 ills. 8vo, 1916. 
Price 25 cents (bound in paper). 

THE MURCH COLLECTION OF EGYPTIAN ANTIQ
UITIES, by Arthur C. Mace. 32 pp" 22 ills. 8vo. 1916. 
Reprint of supplement to the Bulletin, 1911. Price 20 cents 
(bound in paper). 

THE TREASURE OF LAHUN, by Albert M, Lythgoe. 28 
pp., 26 ills. Svo. 1921. Reprint of supplement to the Bulle
tin, 1919, (Out of print.) 

HARMHAB, COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF OF THE AR
MIES OF TUTENKHAMON, by Herbert E. Winlock, 
16 pp., 5 ills. 8vo, Supplement to the Bulletin, 1923. Price 
25 cents (bound in paper). 

THE CARNARVON EGYPTIAN COLLECTION, by Al
bert M. Lythgoe. 12 pp" 17 ills, 8vo. Reprinted from the 
Bulletin, 1927. Price IO cents (bound in paper). 

EGYPTIAN LITERATURE: A LECTURE, by Arthur 
Cruttenden Mace. vi + 32 pp. 8vo. Typography by D. B, 
Updike. 1925. Price $2.00 (bound in boards). 

AN EXHIB[TION OF COPIES OF EGYPTIAN WALL 
PAINTINGS FROM TOMBS AND PALACES OF 
THE XVIII AND XIX DYNASTIES, 1600-1200 B,C. 
[by Ambrose Lansing]. viii + 54 pp. 8vo. 1930. Price 
25 cents (bound in paper), 

STATUES OF THE GODDESS SAKHMET, by Albert 
M, Lythgoe. 24 pp., 21 ills, 8vo. 1930. Reprint of supple
ment to the Bulletin, 1<)19. Price 35 cents (bound in paper), 




